






Abstract

Pervasive and ubiquitous mobile applications have sprung following the proliferation of wire-

less communication devices. With the ability to detect the positions of mobile devices, value-

added location-dependent services can be offered to mobile users by taking advantage of a

user’s location information. Location management is crucial in supporting location-dependent

applications. While location management is relatively straightforward in infrastructures that

allow the physical tracking of mobile client location at the server, there are challenges for sys-

tems in which mobile hosts have to keep track of their own locations, reporting to the location

server themselves. Location-dependent queries are then issued from location-dependent appli-

cations to the location server, resolving the geo-referencing matters for result generation and

filtering. We focus in this research on systems in which mobile clients detect and report their

own location with devices like GPS. Noticing that the majority of computation and data stor-

age tasks are assigned to servers due to the resource limitation in mobile devices, we need to

address the complementary data accessing need from servers residing over the fixed network,

in enabling mobile application development.

We identify data accessing and location management to be complementary and yet com-

peting for the expensive uplink channel for sending in data requests and location information

to servers. It is crucial to reduce the aggregate communication overhead, owing to the high

cost of uplink bandwidth for data accessing and location reporting. Traditional research efforts

are dedicated to reducing the communication overhead while preserving the system perfor-

mance. However, most research works are based on the client/server model. In this thesis,

a group-based model is defined by taking advantage of integrating mobile ad hoc network

with the client/server model. A group-based framework that provides supports for data and

location management is proposed. To realize the framework, a dynamic group formation al-

gorithm is developed for clustering together mobile hosts with similar mobility into groups.

Additional group management mechanisms are designed to cater for mobile hosts joining, de-

parting and changing groups. The group functionalities are basically supported by the group

leader, for which appropriate leadership maintenance schemes are proposed. Two applications

of the group-based framework were explored, namely, group-based location management and

group-based data management schemes. Performance study is conducted for evaluating the

effectiveness of several variants of group-based location and data management schemes. The

results demonstrate the advantages brought about by the group-based paradigm, in reducing

the communication cost.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Pervasive and ubiquitous mobile applications have sprung following the proliferation

of wireless communication devices, as hardware cost continues to drop. With the

ability of detecting the position of mobile devices, value-added services could be de-

veloped by taking advantage of the location information available. It is anticipated

that location-dependent or context-aware applications will likely contribute to the set

of killer applications in this decade. Location-dependent queries (LDQs) would be

issued by mobile devices. For example, a user of a mobile device may want to know

about the nearest Chinese restaurant from his/her current position. These killer LDQ

applications would be difficult to be developed without the adoption of effective and

efficient schemes in both data and location management.

Data and location management are fundamental services to be provided by a mo-

bile computing environment in order to support higher level applications, including

location-dependent applications. Efficient data accessing methods and location track-

ing techniques are critical for the success in developing a mobile computing system

that supports location-dependent query. A mobile environment is composed of a set

of mobile hosts moving around in an area served by a base station or an infrastructure

of base stations, interconnected by wired networks. Mobile networking environments

differ in the communication infrastructure, which in turn leads to the development of
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varying techniques by researchers in accessing data and delivering the location man-

agement service. These environments are almost always based on the client/server

model and is focused on the communication between the mobile hosts and the fixed

server. Efficient utilization of the asymmetric bandwidth between the hosts and the

server is often the key focus. Another research focus in mobile computing is mobile

ad hoc network, which is concerned about the communication between mobile hosts in

a mobile computing environment, in which the network topology changes continually.

Reliable and efficient message routing to the destination becomes the most important

issue.

1.1 Individual-based Data and Location Management
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Figure 1.1: Individual-based approach and group-based approach in data and location

management.

In traditional client/server based mobile systems, each mobile host heavily relies on

expensive uplink channel for data and location management on an individual basis.

We term such an approach of data and location management theindividual-based ap-

proach, as depicted in Figure 1.1(a). In the location management context, each mobile

host reports its own location information individually to a location server. A location

server is normally established to maintain information about the current location of

each mobile host. This functionality is often supported in the backend by a moving
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object database [55, 56], which keeps track of and maintains the indices on the loca-

tions of the mobile hosts. Mobile hosts report their location information to the moving

object database according to the location updating strategy adopted. The moving ob-

ject database maintains the location information of mobile hosts for answering the

queries about the interested mobile hosts. Quite often, spatial databases [16] or their

variants are adopted as the basis of a moving object database. Similarly, in mobile data

management, data requests are generated from each individual mobile host to station-

ary database servers. As depicted in Figure 1.1(a), there are 10 mobile hosts in the

mobile environment and each host reports its location to the location server individu-

ally. In total, 10 location update messages are generated to the location server and 6

data request queries are sent to the stationary database server. Some of them involve

requests on overlapping set of data items but each has to make the request individually.

As a result, mobile hosts nearby report similar or approximately the same location in-

formation to the location server and probably issue duplicate requests of same data

items to a database server, by using the individual-based approach.

It is obvious to observe that one major problem in individual-based approach is

that the demand of expensive uplink channel becomes overwhelm when the mobile

host population becomes large. Most existing research works are proposed to allevi-

ate the problem of uplink bandwidth consumption by tuning down the frequency of

utilizing uplink channel and studying the impact to the query precision [8, 32, 56] for

each mobile host. For a mobile environment with mobile host populatione and the

frequencies of location updating and data access by a mobile host beingf and gh re-

spectively, the expected demand on the precious uplink channel in terms of number of

uplink messages in a unit time isejiflkmgh1n . Both host population factor, and location

updating and data access frequency factor are of equal importance in contributing to

the demand on the uplink channel.
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1.2 Group-based Data and Location Management

Few research works are proposed on developing schemes that can scale with respect to

the mobile host population in location update and data access. With the emergence of

short-range communication technologies like Bluetooth, mobile ad hoc networks [18]

can be established and mobile hosts can collaborate, in much a similar manner as a

peer-to-peer (P2P) network. In our viewpoint, it is possible and yet practical to group

nearby hosts so that hosts can interact within a short transmission range, and let one

of the hosts in the group report the location of the whole group representing all hosts

within. Query requests of the same or similar data items can be aggregated together and

issued by one of members in the group. This query aggregating and requesting jobs can

be distributed among the members in the group. Two interesting example applications

can be illustrated. First, in the Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS) [12],

to monitor the locations of vehicles of interest, vehicles in a highway segment can be

clustered so that one representative vehicle, rather than all, can report the locations on

behalf of the group within the segment. We call each such cluster of moving objects

a group. Furthermore, in tourist supporting systems, tourists with common point of

interests often move together as clusters and query similar information about the scene

visiting. Therefore, different groups can be established for tourist supporting purpose.

Location of different tourists within a group can be aggregated into single location

report to the location server so that the corresponding tour guides are able to ensure the

safety of the tourists. Additionally, similar data requests can be batched within a group.

The consolidated query is sent to the database server by one of the members in the

group. As illustrated in Figure 1.1(b), we can observe that there are 3 groups formed,

so that only 3 location update messages are issued to the location server, instead of

10 messages from individual hosts. The number of query messages is also decreased

from 6 to 3 when the group-based model is applied in data query.

To capitalize on this observation in costly uplink message reduction, we propose a

group-based approachfor data and location management, as shown in Figure 1.1(b).
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In general, nearby hosts with similar mobility [22] are grouped or clustered together

to form groups. Within a group, one host is selected as aleader. It is responsible

for managing the membership of mobile hosts within the group and updating group

location to the location server.

Upon the model, a Group-Based Location management scheme is proposed, in

short “GBL”. The leader of the group is dedicated to reporting the location of the

group. Meanwhile, other hosts in the group report their individual locations to the

leader. The location information is aggregated within a group and the leader reports to

the location server. Leto be the number of groups formed in the environment with a

mobile host population ofe . The number of uplink messages generated in a unit time

then becomesopf , instead ofeqf in an individual-based approach.

Another application of the model is Group-Based Data management (GBD), over-

lapping queries could be consolidated and eliminated by sending queries from group

members to their group leaders instead of sending directly to server. Leaders collect

the queries from members over a time period and perform query consolidation for

those received queries before forwarding the consolidated queries to the server. Sup-

posing that the average number of queries from members to be consolidated within a

group in a unit time isr , the number of uplink query messages in a unit time in the

group-based model becomessutvw[x while that in the individual-based iseygh .

Reducing server load and long-range communication traffic (by limiting the num-

ber of uplink update and query messages to stationary servers) are not the only benefits

brought about by the group-based model; members in a group are also not mandated to

reserve bandwidth for location updating to the server constantly with the group-based

model. A direct and positive consequence is that mobile hosts no longer need to pos-

sess the communication capability with the remote server. Group-based model allows

only a portion of mobile hosts in a group being equipped with long-range communi-

cation functionality. Short-range communication-only mobile hosts can issue query

requests to database server through other long-range communication enabled mem-
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bers in the group. Hence, scalability is increased. Since the location of a mobile host

is different from time to time, maintaining very high precision of location information

stored in the location server is almost impossible, even in the case of conventional

individual-based location updating [56]. It is acceptable to lower the information ac-

curacy with saving communication cost in GBL. Another negative consequence of

group-based data and location management is more local communication overhead

being introduced. More local traffic is generated for the group management and lead-

ership maintenance purposes. With effective group management and leadership main-

tenance strategy, the increase of mobile host load and intra-group communication traf-

fic in group-based data and location management can be leveled out when the power

consumption involved for intra-group communication and computation is small com-

paring with long-range communication.

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows: (z ) We propose a group-based

paradigm to tackle the problems related to location and data management in mobile

environment. The problems are handled via the design of data and location manage-

ment schemes which aim at saving precious uplink traffic at the expense of increased

need on cheaper local communication. ({ ) A group-based framework is designed for

development of mobile applications in group-based paradigm. It is expected that the

benefits of the group-based framework become more significant when more mobile ap-

plications are built on top of it. (| ) To realize the group-based framework, we propose

a set of mechanisms for group formation, membership management and leadership

maintenance with the consideration of local communication cost and the instability of

a group, due to movement of hosts. (r ) We study the performance of our proposed

group-based location and data management schemes via simulation. They are shown

to improve the performance in terms of the number of uplink messages and aggregated

communication cost.
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1.3 Outline

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a survey on the related research in

location management, mobile data management and mobile ad hoc network, as well as

the relevant issue on leader election in mobile environment. The group-based model is

defined in Chapter 3. In the chapter, a group-based framework is also designed. Dis-

cussion on the group management in group-based mobile environment can be found

in Chapter 4, which includes dynamic group formation scheme and basic membership

maintenance strategy. Based on the our preliminary study on the basic membership

maintenance, improvement strategies in group joining are proposed and discussed. In

Chapter 5, leadership maintenance in the group-based environment is investigated and

a leadership maintenance scheme is presented. To demonstrate the application of the

group-based model and the group-based framework, a group-based location manage-

ment scheme is developed in Chapter 6. Simulation study on different mechanisms to

support the framework in the GBL context is also conducted for evaluating the effec-

tiveness of the group-based location management scheme. Another application of the

group-based framework, which is known as group-based data management scheme,

is studied in detail in Chapter 7. The effectiveness of the scheme is investigated via

simulation study. Finally, we conclude our work and present possible future directions

of the research in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

Data and location management research in mobile computing environment [27] has

been an active research topic in mobile computing area. Traditionally, data manage-

ment research is focused on the mobile environment between mobile host and fixed

network. It is because mobile clients are almost always scarce in storage capacity, net-

work bandwidth, processing and battery power. Complex computation job and storage

can only be empowered to a fixed network server. Based on this specific character-

istic of mobile client/server communication environment, various techniques [1, 8, 9]

have been developed for enhancing the system performance in both location and data

management perspective.

Another aspect of research in mobile computing area is mobile ad hoc network.

In mobile ad hoc network, a fixed infrastructure is not required. Network topology

and configuration always change. The research works are focused on how to provide

network services by considering the cooperation between mobile hosts. Although there

is a substantial difference in the mobile environments that these two research directions

are focusing on, it is believed that research works on combining these two different

environments can be beneficial in developing mobile applications [23, 24, 42]

In this chapter, different technologies, schemes and techniques in mobile data

and location management research areas will be discussed. Topics include wireless
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communication technologies, leadership maintenance, location management and, data

management.

2.1 Wireless Communication Technologies

Wireless communication technologies contribute in the critical component in enabling

the development of mobile and wireless computing. These communication technolo-

gies can be divided into two different categories. With the limitation in processing

power, mobile computer systems almost always follow the client/server paradigm.

With client/server paradigm, large volumes of data could be stored on remote servers

and complex computation process could be accomplished by application servers. The

ability to communicate with a remote server is important in this paradigm. The net-

work model developed based on this paradigm can be categorized asinfrastructure-

based network model. On the other hand, emerging short-range communication tech-

nology enables communication between devices. This leads to another area of research

in wireless communication and mobile computing. The network model in this category

is known asmobile ad hoc network model. In this section, technologies involved in

both network models will be discussed.

2.1.1 Infrastructure-based Network Model

In an infrastructure-based network model, a base station or a set of base stations pro-

vide the wireless communication service to the mobile hosts which are moving around.

Each base station provides service within a bounded area, termed as service area. As

shown in Figure 2.1, the dotted ellipse surrounding each base station represents the

service area that the base station can serve. Typically, infrastructure-based network

model is based on client/server communication model. A mobile host can be served

within the service area of a base station. Those base stations are always assumed

to be connected with the fixed network. Therefore, client/server model is popular in
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Figure 2.1: Infrastructure-based network model.

developing mobile applications. Application servers, which reside on the fixed net-

work, provide the corresponding services to the mobile clients. A main reason that

client/server communication model is attractive in the mobile computing environment

is that mobile clients are always limited in processing and storage capabilities. In such

a mobile environment, asymmetric bandwidth is assumed. It means that there is a high

cost in using uplink channel and only a low cost in using downlink channel.

Existing wireless communication technologies often follow the infrastructure-based

network model. In personal communication network (PCS), cellular architecture is

employed. Clients make calls with another through the base station. Similarly, in the

wireless LAN (WLAN), mobile hosts connect with other machines or mobile hosts for

communication through the access point, which resides on the fixed network and is

connected with the Internet.

2.1.2 Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) Model

Ad hoc mobile networks are developed for scenarios where it is not always convenient

and flexible to construct avirtual centralized communication network infrastructure, in

which centralized infrastructure and configuration is not required. The communication

network is established in an ad hoc manner and is self-organized among the mobile

hosts participating in the network. Popular technologies in supporting mobile ad hoc
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network model are Bluetooth [17] and IEEE 802.11. Research issues in networking

aspects include routing in an ad hoc network [30, 48], power management [58] and

location management [40, 57].

In particular, research work on providing a relatively stable layer of network on

top of flat ad hoc network routing forms a major research focus, and in the con-

text of group-based paradigm, mobile host clustering in the ad hoc network into sets

of groups. Popular schemes proposed include lowest-id and highest degree heuris-

tics [11]. Clustering based on mobility prediction was also studied [44]. In [44], an

( ����� ) framework was provided for forming clusters with probability� of link availabil-

ity between all mobile hosts in a cluster in time interval� . In addition, an on-demand

distributed weighted-based clustering algorithm [11] is proposed, by considering sev-

eral factors that will affect the stability of a cluster. A mobility-based clustering algo-

rithm [4] is developed in which the mobility of a mobile host is considered. However,

the research focus is on providing efficient routing service in a relatively stable clus-

tered network environment. The mobility similarity of mobile hosts is not the main

concern for providing the service. As a result, the existence of clusters overlapping

in communication range is not a desirable property in those algorithms. However, al-

lowing overlapping clusters in terms of communication range is a desirable result in

the context of location reporting service if there are several sets of hosts possessing

different mobility patterns in a particular physical area. The group mobility movement

model, called Reference Point Group Mobility (RPGM) model is proposed in [22]. It

considers only the physical location factor for providing another category of movement

model for evaluating the effectiveness of different ad hoc network protocols. Another

movement model called Reference Velocity Group Mobility model is proposed in [53].

It is an extension of the RPGM model with consideration of the velocity factor. A dis-

tributed sequential clustering algorithm, which is adopted from pattern recognition,

was also proposed. Dynamic group discovery strategy for forming groups for rout-

ing in ad hoc network was proposed in [21]. However, a relatively ideal group-based

movement environment is assumed in both pieces of work.
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Figure 2.2: Mobile ad hoc network model.

2.1.3 MANET and Infrastructure-based Network Integration

With the integration of mobile ad hoc network into traditional client/server commu-

nication environment based on an infrastructure, host cooperation becomes possible.

The strengths of mobile ad hoc communication paradigm and client/server paradigm

complement each other. Such a model can be treated as a hybrid model [50]. As men-

tioned in [50], a mobile device can still enjoy the services outside the service area of the

infrastructure-based network through the ad-hoc mobile network. Furthermore, more

types of mobile devices can be supported in this model, hence system compatibility

increases.

Several research works [23, 24, 42] have been conducted for investigating the is-

sues in integrating cellular infrastructure-based network model with mobile ad hoc

network model. The throughput and energy consumption is evaluated. In [42], it

proposed a Unified Cellular and Ad-hoc Network (UCAN) architecture, which can en-

hance cell throughput. A mobile client is equipped with two wireless interfaces, one

for cellular and another one for ad hoc network. Mobile clients would act as a proxy

client (for communication with the base station), or a relay client (for forwarding or

routing data packets to destination client). Based on the architecture, protocols for

proxy discovery and routing are proposed. The 3G base station scheduling algorithm

is refined for maintaining fairness in the UCAN. In addition, a secure crediting mech-

anism is provided for motivating mobile clients to become favored in relaying data

packets for others.
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2.2 Leadership Maintenance

In mobile ad hoc network clustering, a leader may be elected among mobile hosts

in each cluster, calledclusterhead. For those clustering algorithms, leader election

algorithm is always an integral part in the formation of clusters. On the other hand,

there is little discussion on the issue of handing over the leadership to another host

in a cluster when a leader departs its cluster in a voluntary or involuntary manner.

An intuitive approach to deal with the problem is to repeat the clustering algorithm

among the mobile hosts in the problematic cluster periodically or adaptively. In [25], a

data replication scheme, DRAM, was proposed. The scheme is executed periodically

according to the relocation period. DRAM consists of two major phases: the allocation

unit construction phase and the replica allocation phase. Cluster maintenance tasks are

collected in the allocation unit construction phase, including splitting groups, assigning

leaders to newly split groups and forming group for the mobile hosts in a state not

belonging to any group. Those maintenance tasks simply involve periodic execution

of the clustering algorithm. In [11], the nodes will monitor the signal strength from the

clusterhead. If a node finds that the signal strength falls below a threshold, it notifies

the clusterhead while trying to move over to another cluster. If the node is not covered

by any cluster, the clusterhead election algorithm is invoked.
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Similar to clustering in mobile ad hoc network, virtual backbone formation [41]

provides routing service in an ad hoc environment. A number of mobile hosts, termed

virtual backbone nodes, participate in virtual backbone formation and maintenance.

As with the role of a clusterhead in ad hoc routing, the virtual backbone nodes provide

the routing service. As topology changes, structural and connectivity maintenance

is required. Like leadership maintenance, mechanisms for generation or merging of

virtual backbone nodes are required for handling mobility and failure of mobile hosts.

In both virtual backbone and clustering in mobile ad hoc network, failure in virtual

backbone nodes and in clusterheads cause performance degradation in application or

network services. The reason is that there is no leader for providing the necessary

services during the period when the leader is absent. With a secondary leader in a

group, the backup leader can stand by to take over the tasks from the primary leader,

thus increasing system fault-tolerance.

Multi-hop leader election algorithms in mobile ad hoc network environment were

proposed in [43], based on temporally ordered routing algorithm [47], which is in

turn based on [15]. Two leader election algorithms were proposed. One is capable of

handling a single topology change at a time, while the other handling multiple concur-

rent topology changes. Each node is assigned a unique “height”. Links are directed

from higher height to lower height. These directed links form a directed acyclic graph

(DAG) so that the destination is the single sink. Each connected partition in the ad hoc

networks is a DAG. The leader in a connected partition thus is the single sink in this

partition. When a splitting or a merging of partitions is detected, the leader election

algorithm is invoked. As a result, a single leader will eventually be elected in a con-

nected partition. However, performance study of these leader election algorithms is

lacking.
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2.3 Location Management

Extensive research works on location management in mobile wireless environment

have been conducted. They are concerned with efficient ways in keeping track of the

location of mobile hosts and furnishing such information upon request. Many location

positioning technologies were developed [20]. One popular location positioning tech-

nology in outdoor environment is Global Positioning System (GPS). It is a satellite-

based location positioning technology. Triangulation is used for locating the position

of a mobile host. However, it is challenging when applying GPS in urban area, where

there are many tall buildings. The accuracy and the location detecting ability are af-

fected seriously. Other technologies using existing personal communication network,

such as GSM, to position a mobile host are developed. On the other hand, various in-

door positioning systems are developed to address the difficulty in using GPS in indoor

environment. Technologies developed for indoor positioning include Cricket [49], the

Active Badge [54], Bat [19], and RADAR [5].

Another important issue is location updating strategy, through which mobile hosts

report to location server about their current location. There are two major models with

respect to location management in a centralized communication model. One is adopted

in the personal communication network (PCS) [8, 39, 46] and the other is based on a

moving object database residing in the fixed network. The PCS model is based on

an infrastructure of cellular architecture, in which mobile hosts report eagerly to re-

spective cells, whenever a cell boundary is crossed, or reporting lazily with respect to

boundary crossing. Location management is concerned with location updating strategy

to balance between the location update cost and the paging cost with varying location

update condition. The paging cost is the number of cells to be examined for making a

call to a target mobile host from another mobile host. The precision is of the cellular

granularity. Techniques and schemes for location management based on cellular archi-

tecture in personal communication network, including time-based, distance-based and

selective location update techniques, were proposed. Location updating based on the
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mobility pattern of a mobile host was proposed in [8]. A table with the history of the

cell against the time period in which a mobile host resided is stored. Location update

only happens when a new record is inserted, which was previously inexistent in the

table. In order to page a mobile host, the table is searched.

In the moving object database model, it is often assumed that mobile hosts are

equipped with location positioning system, e.g., GPS. Location update strategies with

location prediction function for moving objects tracking in moving object database

was proposed [56]. It is used for determining when a location update for mobile hosts

should be triggered. The distance between the predicted location of mobile host�
and the actual location of� after a certain time period� was defined asdeviation. If

the deviation is larger than a threshold� , location update will be triggered. Owing

to the need to answer queries based on the location, spatial databases [16] are often

required for effective location-dependent query processing. In [3, 37], the moving ob-

jects are bounded by a region where they will likely be residing in. This is called a

safe region. As long as a moving object stays within the region, updates to the spa-

tial database can be eliminated. In [37], the arbitrary-shaped region can be adaptively

adjusted according to the movement of the objects and their movement pattern. Three

different approaches were proposed for adaptive adjustment of a safe region. However,

most existing research works in location management are focused on location update

schemes for individual mobile host. A group-based location update scheme for per-

sonal communication network (PCS) was proposed in [26]. The scheme is based on

HLR/VLR architecture with centralized database. The aim is to reduce the number of

location registrations by grouping a set of mobile hosts at their serving VLRs and to

reduce the cost for signaling in location management with slightly increase in paging

cost. However, it is difficult and often impractical by assuming that all hosts or objects

move in the same direction as in [26], owing to the highly dynamic movement nature

of mobile objects. Hence, the stability of a group will be degraded by frequent join

group and leave group events triggered by mobile hosts.

Regardless of the communication structure, the majority of traditional location up-
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dating strategies are based on the client/server communication model. Large volumes

of expensive uplink traffic will be generated for location reporting by a large host pop-

ulation to the fixed server. In this thesis, we proposed a group-based location manage-

ment scheme (GBL), which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6. The scheme takes

into advantage the integration of mobile ad hoc network with traditional client/server

communication structure to reduce the uplink traffic and workload of servers.

2.4 Data Management in Mobile Environment

Efficient and effective ways for accessing data in a highly constrained mobile envi-

ronment is essential for the success of mobile computing systems and applications.

Conventionally, the research works on mobile data management focus on providing

effective solution in the mobile client/server environment. Because of asymmetric

communication characteristics in the infrastructure-based network model, extensive

use of uplink channel should be avoided. It is necessary to reduce uplink communica-

tion through various approaches, by utilizing the downlink channel and available local

resources optimally. This leads to extensive research works in mobile/wireless data

broadcasting and data caching.

2.4.1 Data Broadcasting and Caching

In mobile communication environment, asymmetric environment is always assumed.

It means that mobile hosts have to communicate with remote server in fixed network

through low cost downlink channel and expensive uplink channel. To take advantage of

the broadcast nature of low cost downlink channel, dissemination of data from remote

servers to mobile hosts is often accomplished through data broadcasting [1, 28]. The

advantage of data broadcasting is to provide data delivery service to a large scale of

mobile users through a less expensive downlink channel. The basic heuristic or rule of

thumb in mobile data broadcasting is to deliver those data items that most of mobile
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users are interested in. Those popular data items are termed as hot data items. For those

not-so-popular data items, a better method of data access could be achieved perhaps

by sending a direct uplink request to the server.

In data broadcasting, a broadcast program [1, 35, 36, 38] is constructed and data

is delivered to mobile hosts sequentially according to the broadcast program gener-

ated. Different data broadcasting schemes were developed to provide effective ways

to disseminate data from servers to clients. Two performance metrics are adopted in

measuring the effectiveness of a data broadcasting scheme, i.e.,tuning timeanddata

access time. Tuning time means the amount of time that a client is active in listening

the data broadcast channel for requested data items, while data access time means the

time period required to gather all the requested data items. To reduce the access time,

more popular data items could be broadcast more frequently. In [1], data items will be

broadcast with different frequency based on the popularity of data items in the mobile

environment. The more popular data items there are, the higher broadcast frequency

for broadcasting the data items. As a result, mobile hosts are able to get the data that

they want earlier. Because of the sequential data delivery nature in data broadcast, in

the worst case, mobile hosts have to wait for the whole data broadcast cycle for to get

the data items they want.

With data broadcast, mobile hosts have to stay in active mode so that unnecessary

resources are consumed, especially in energy saving perspective. This brings a neg-

ative impact to the tuning time performance metric. To tackle the problem, indexing

technique [28, 38] is developed for reducing a mobile host’s active time in listening for

the broadcast program. Data index is generated and becomes a part of data broadcast

program, normally at the beginning of broadcast data segments. Those data indices can

be treated as the summary of data being broadcast in the broadcast cycle or segment

and the estimated time of the data to be delivered. Mobile hosts examine the index to

check for the availability of their interested data items and their broadcast time. Af-

ter that, mobile host can turn to the doze mode until the broadcast time. In [38], the

data items are scheduled as a broadcast program. In each data segment, signatures for
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those data items are generated and these data signatures are superimposed to form an

index for that data segment. Then all indices will be put in the front of the broadcast

program or replicated within it. The server will then broadcast the whole broadcast

program to the mobile hosts. When a mobile host issues a query, the condition criteria

in the query will be transformed as a signature, known as query signature. The mobile

host will actively listen for the index to check for the wanted data item arrival time

by comparing the query signature with the index. The mobile host will then turn to a

doze mode and wake up until the wanted data items appear on the broadcast. Semantic

data broadcasting scheme was proposed in [35, 36]. In the scheme, data stored in a

database is partitioned into a set of chunks, which are treated as semantic partitions,

according to the semantics of client queries initiated. Similar to [38], each broadcast

program is divided into two parts, namely, semantic index and a list of chunks.

To further reduce the necessity of interacting with remote server while maintaining

reasonable performance in data accessing, data caching [6, 9] is another approach for

eliminating the number of expensive uplink queries from mobile host to server. The

general concept of data caching is that each mobile host allocates a portion of memory

resource, called cache, for storing the results of query being recently asked. When a

mobile host generates a new data query, the cache is examined to check whether there

exists the result of the new query or not. If the query can be answered by the cache

content, it is said that there is a cache hit and no further uplink query message will be

sent to the server. Data access time is also reduced because the query can be answered

from the cache. Otherwise, there is a cache miss when the current contents cannot be

used to answer the query. If that is the case, the query will be sent to the remote server

for proper response. The newly replied data items will then be stored to the local client

cache. Since the size of a cache is limited, it is possible that the cache becomes full.

Cache replacement policy is developed for replacing less suitable cached data by the

new query result, in order to maintain a reasonable hit ratio. On the other hand, the

cached data may be out-of-date, so invalidation technique is also required.

Various data caching schemes are proposed in mobile environment [34, 38]. Al-
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though traditional database-oriented data caching schemes could be employed, those

schemes are server-filtering schemes. Such schemes may not be good for mobile en-

vironment because they often lack the semantics about the cache content. A mobile

client does not have any hints or information about the cache content whether the query

could be answered entirely from the local cache or not. The client needs to send the

query request to the server database for possible additional data items. These further

contacts to the server are not desirable and data caching schemes for mobile environ-

ment are proposed for addressing the issue.

The basic idea of semantic query caching [34] is to answer client’s query from

cache storage as much as possible according to the semantics of the query. The re-

maining unanswered portion of data is requested from the server. According to the

semantics about the cache content, it is easy to know whether the query can be an-

swered entirely from the cache or only partial query can be answered from the cache.

Basically, when a mobile host issues a query, the semantic cache content is examined.

Two queries will be generated. The first one, called probe query, is the query that is

answerable from the cache. The second one is supplementary query; it describes the

data items missing, to be answered from the server. If a query can be entirely answered

from local cache storage, unlike server-filtering schemes, no further uplink request is

required for checking which data items are not available in the local cache storage in

semantic caching. The demand of expensive uplink traffic is reduced.

Another data caching technique is called signature-based data caching [10, 14, 38].

In signature-based data caching, a bit vector is generated for each data item. For

a block of data items, the signatures of data items are superimposed into a single

signature for that block. When a user wants to access one or more of data items,

the signature of query is also generated. The query signature will then be sent to the

information server for retrieving the answer of the query. Signatures of the blocks are

compared with the query signature. The two signatures match if all bit positions that

are set to “1” in the query signature and the corresponding bit positions in the block

signature are also “1”. If both block signature and query signature match, the block
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will potentially contain the data items the query wanted. With signature-based data

access, false negative cannot happen but it is possible to have false positive. With

false positive, a block may be considered containing potential answer for the query

but it actually contains no data item that the query requests. With good choice of hash

function for generating data signature, the probability of false positive could be low.

Signature caching also has an advantage in which the techniques could be generally

applied to various kinds of information media.

2.4.2 Mobile Query Processing

New query processing issues are introduced in mobile environment, especially in

location-dependent query processing [27, 51]. New query operators would be required

for supporting the criteria of querying spatial related data [51]. Mobile computing

systems have to handle the situation that a mobile host issue a query when it is still

moving. It is possible that the mobile host migrates from the original service area to

another service area in the infrastructure-based network model. In [52], five strategies

are proposed for processing three types of queries issued by mobile hosts, namely, lo-

cation queries (queries about the location of a mobile host), existence queries (queries

determining a mobile host is currently active or not) and data query (queries for infor-

mation from a mobile host). Based on the system model formulated in [52], the issue of

mobile host migration could be addressed by the collaboration between query servers,

which handle mobile queries in the global network, and mobile host servers, which are

responsible for the communication between global network and mobile hosts through

their wireless interfaces. Since mobile host could also be a data source, approaches to

process queries with data spreading among different sites, including stationary server

and mobile hosts, would be another issue. Different approaches from traditional dis-

tributed query processing [31, 33] may be required in handling the unique features in

mobile environment. In database context, mobile hosts also store data in relations.

Procedures and algorithms for processing query with different data source, involving
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stationary server and mobile hosts, are studied in [33]. In the paper, two join schemes

and query processing schemes for multi-join queries are proposed. The focus is on

the mobile distributed query processing with join operations. On the other hand, se-

mantic query cache [34] can also be treated as a query pre-processing scheme for a

mobile host to execute before sending to a query server to eliminate sending unneces-

sary queries which can be entirely answered by local semantic cache. However, those

works are focused on processing queries issued from a single mobile host individually.

Queries from other mobile hosts in the vicinity are not considered. From another point

of view, similar queries would be generated from the mobile hosts nearby. Further

pre-processing work could be performed for reducing multiple similar queries. In this

thesis, we proposed a group-based data management scheme (see Chapter 7) that mo-

bile queries could be consolidated within the group before issuing them to the server

for reducing the demand of uplink traffic in a mobile environment.
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Chapter 3

System Model and Group-based

Framework

This chapter provides the formulation of the system model used. A dynamic group

formation scheme, which is invoked in the system activation, is developed according

to the model (see Chapter 4). Based on our system model, a group-based framework

is proposed for mobile computing system development in group-based approach.

3.1 System Model

In the group-based system model, each mobile host� is assumed to possess a unique

ID and a location positioning system (e.g. a GPS sensor) for monitoring its existing

location and keeping track of its movement information. The current location of� is

denoted by���V���P����� , while the movement information is maintained and represented

as a vector�� ��� � ��¡ �¢� �<£ ��� , being resolved into the� and � components, as shown

in Figure 3.1(a). In addition, the latest updated location for� and the latest updated

velocity are denoted by���V¤&�¥�P�¦¤&��� and �§ �¨� � §V¡ �¥� §V£ ��� respectively. Thus, for a

predefined time parameter� as shown in Figure 3.2,� ’s predicted location after time

period � is ���V�©k ��¡ �«ª � �P�¦�¬k ��£ �ª � � and if information from the latest update
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Figure 3.1: The system model.

is available,� ’s predicted location for a time period from the latest updated time��¤&�
to ãåä�æ ( ��¤&��ç�ãåä�æ ) can be estimated as���V¤7�èk §V¡ �«ªéi�ãåä�æëêì��¤&� n �P��¤7�¬k §V£ �«ª
i�ãíä<æjêë��¤7� n � [2]. Two mobile hosts are considered asneighborsif the Euclidean

distance between the two hosts is smaller than the transmission range of these two

hosts (i.e., they can communicate in an ad hoc mode).

In addition to a conventional long-range wireless network (i.e., the downlink chan-

nel for information delivery and the uplink channel for location reporting and query

submission), a mobile ad hoc network is assumed in our model. In the mobile ad hoc

network that connects all (almost all) mobile hosts, hosts maintain wireless links with

one another within a constant transmission range ofr. Very often, the transmission

range is expressed as an Euclidean distance. Groups are formed by clustering together

sets of nearby mobile hosts. In other words, the ad hoc network is conceptually split

into potentially overlapping clusters. Each cluster is called agroup, each of which has

a leaderassociated. The leader of a group is responsible for managing group activities

like member joinandmember leave.

3.1.1 Properties of a Group

In the group-based model, a group is a natural collection of mobile hosts that can

communicate with one another and that move together in an aggregated manner; a

leader can be elected from a group to act on behalf of the group. Thus, to qualify as

a potential member to a group,î , a mobile host� should be at most a distance of

r away from the group location. The location of a group,î , refers to the center of
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the circle that is���ðï��P�ñïí� , where �ðï� òó ï ó@ô �öõ÷ï �V� and �1ï«� òó ï ó_ô �øõ÷ï ��� , and

the movement ofî is represented as�� ïù�ú� �<¡ ï�� �<£ ïR� , where �<¡ ïù� òó ï ó7ô �øõûï �<¡ �
and ��£ ïü� òó ï ó@ô �øõûï �<£ � . Similar to the notations adopted for mobile hosts, the

latest updated location and velocity of the groupî are denoted as���V¤@ï��P��¤@ïR� and

�§ ïý�þ� §X¡ ïÿ� §V£ ïí� respectively. Thus, the predicted location ofî after time� , as shown

in Figure 3.2, is���ðï k �<¡ ïèª � �P�1ï k �<£ ïèª � � and predicted location ofî from the

latest updated location with latest updated time��¤@ï at ãåä�æ is ���V¤@ï k §X¡ ï ª i�ãíä<æ«ê
��¤_ï n �P��¤_ï k §X£ ï ª i�ãåä�æ ê ��¤_ï n � . The network topology is illustrated in Figure 3.1(b),

in which there are two groupsA andB formed. The movement of the two groups,

the group leaders and the individual group members are also shown. We call a group

with only one member asingleton group, i.e., the sole member is the leader itself. The

host in a singleton group will perform the group finding process periodically based on

a predefined location sampling period,� � , until another group is found for joining or

another host considers joining this singleton group.

3.1.2 Degree of Affinity

In order to maintain a more stable group, members within a group should be similar

in term of mobility. We define a notion ofdegree of affinityto measure the movement

similarity between mobile hosts or groups, which we termmobile domains. Hereafter,

a mobile domain denotes either a mobile host or a group. We adopt the degree of affin-
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Figure 3.2: Timeline to illustrate the different notations on time.
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ity as one most important factor to be considered in leader election (see Section 4.1).

The higher the degree of affinity of a mobile host to its neighbor, the higher potential

is the mobile host to become a leader of the group. The other factor to be considered is

the degree of connectivity of a potential leader. The higher the connectivity, the more

beneficial is for the host to become a leader of the group. Thus, highly stable groups

could be formed with high movement similarity and connectivity within the groups.

The degree of affinity is also useful in helping to find the most suitable group to join

for a mobile host and calculating the next local update deviation threshold. The degree

of affinity, [$\�] ^ , between two mobile domains,_ and ` , is defined by the equation:

[$\�] ^ �ë� i�a ê rcb�[_�@i0_1�Q` nd n kfe�i�a ê
g i �<¡ \�ê �<¡ ^ n�h k«i �<£ \�ê �<£ ^ n�hi � h¡ \ k � h£ \ k i � h¡ ^ k � h£ ^

n �

where� kje �ka . The distancercb�[_�@i._1�Q` n is the Euclidean distance between two mobile

domains_ and ` . The distance contribution measures the normalized distance between

the mobile domains. The speed contribution measures the “normalized” difference of

the two movement vectors of the mobile domains against their total length.

There are two types of factors in the definition of degree of affinity: distance fac-

tor and movement factor. The distance factor is reflected by the distance between the

locations of two mobile domains. This factor is defined asa ê x�l ��m>n \�] ^$op . The value

will decrease as the distance between two domains increases. The movement factor

is defined by the second part of[$\�] ^ , a êrq n1s�t%uQvws t�x o0y�z nPs�{>uQvws {�x o0y
q s yt%u z s y{>u z q s yt�x z s y{x . First, it determines

the magnitude of the vector difference between the velocities of two mobile domains.

Second, it determines the similarity in direction of movement of two mobile domains.

The higher value in the difference between two velocities, the lower degree of affin-

ity is obtained. This is reflected by the speed contribution and the value is bounded

between zero and one.
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Figure 3.3: Group-based framework – Modules for leaders.

3.2 Group-based Framework

This section presents the group-based framework for facilitating the development of

mobile applications with group-based paradigm. The framework abstracts the group

management in mobile environment. Mobile application developers do not need to

bother with those group management issues. In other words, the functionalities for

group formation, membership and leadership maintenance are encapsulated in the

framework. A goal of the framework is to provide a simple, easy-to-plug and standard-

following interface for application developers to develop mobile application in group-

based paradigm. Additional efforts for realization of the group-based model and col-

laboration with the framework are minimized so that developers could focus on the

application logic in the mobile application development.

The group-based framework consists of several modules for supporting the group-

based model we defined. As depicted in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, the core modules include
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the components for group formation, membership and leader maintenance. The group

messaging module is responsible for message passing between mobile hosts, and be-

tween mobile hosts and fixed network servers. Since a mobile host can be a member or

a leader, some modules in the framework can be further divided into components for

leaders and members. However, each mobile host should include the whole framework

in developing mobile applications, except when the host does not possess long-range

communication capability and cannot qualify as a leader. The detail about each module

will be described later in this section.
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Figure 3.4: Group-based framework – Modules for members.

The group-based framework is built on top of the system layer, which includes

the OS and other basic system modules. By following our group-based model, lo-

cation awareness capability is assumed in the underlying system layer. Intra-group

location management component is also a component in the core module. It con-

tributes to the local level of the group-based location management scheme. The local

level of the group-based location management scheme is concerned about the location

updating strategy between members and leaders of their groups. The location manage-

ment component forms the basis for the group location management scheme, which

involves both local and global levels of location management. Details about both local

and global levels of the group-based location management scheme will be discussed in

Chapter 6. The component is responsible for local location update and intra-group lo-

cation update. Thus, the group-based location updating scheme for reporting the group
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location to a location server is a direct application of the group-based framework for

studying the effectiveness of the framework.

In the core module, the job focus is on the group and location management. Both

issues are the core in realizing the group-based model in a mobile environment. Group

management consists of group formation, membership and leadership maintenance.

Upon system activation, mobile hosts move freely and independently. No interaction

exists between mobile hosts. To form groups in the environment, the group forma-

tion component provides the mechanism to cluster a set of mobile hosts with similar

mobility into groups. After groups have been formed, mobile host in a group may

leave and join another group. Membership maintenance component is responsible for

the join and leave events from the members. Similarly, a leader may also choose to

depart from an existing group. Leader maintenance component provides mechanisms

for smooth handover of the job from the old leader to the new leader. Since location

awareness is assumed in our group-based model for forming groups with high simi-

larity in mobility, the local level of location management is also included in the core

module.

The main job of group messaging module is to consolidate the messages from mo-

bile applications and the core module into a single message before message passing to

corresponding entities. The messaging module is responsible for allocating messages

to appropriate communication channels (e.g., direct long-range message to server or

short-range message to the group leader). The aim is to reduce the number of mes-

sages, hence reducing the local communication overhead. Commands or request mes-

sages will be sent to the leader by using the application programming interface (API)

provided in the framework. After the message is passed through the group messaging

module, the information that the core module maintains will be piggybacked. When

the group leader receives a message from a member, the leaders’ group messaging

module will try to identify and extract different segment of the message and pass the

corresponding segments to appropriate application filters or components in the frame-

work. In the design of group messaging module, Pipes and Filters design pattern [7]
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could be applied.

An application filter provides a local level of pre-processing or job consolidation

before commanding the corresponding application server. The filter could also act

on behalf of the application server if it possesses the knowledge required for the re-

questing member. Each application filter is application-specific. Mobile application

developers need to provide their own application filter. Each application filter should

be mapped to one mobile application. The group leader receives the encapsulated mes-

sage from a member. The leader-side group-based messaging component provides the

mechanism to decompose the message and forward different portions of the message

to the corresponding components and application filters. To differentiate or identify

the application filter needed to handle a specific segment of a message, application

ID could be used. The corresponding application filter then performs pre-processing

task before sending to server. It could act as a command pool in order to collect the

commands from members for reducing uplink message to server. For instance, lo-

cation information can be collected from the leader and the leader reports the group

location to the location server. This is our proposed group-based location management

scheme. We also proposed a group-based data management application in which the

group leader will consolidate the data requests from members for a listening period. A

single consolidated query will be sent to the server upon the expiration of the listening

period.
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Chapter 4

Group Management in Group-based

Model

To adopt the group-based model and capitalize on its application, there is a need for

system configuration to form an initial set of groups, with respect to the location and

the mobility of each mobile host. We propose a dynamic group formation algorithm

for clustering a set of mobile hosts with similar mobility together as a group for this

purpose in Section 4.1. Afterwards, mobile hosts continue to move around, joining

and leaving groups as they move along. In Section 4.2, the basic approach for mem-

bership maintenance to handle the situation of mobile hosts to join or leave a group

will be discussed. Enhancement in further reducing the local communication overhead

in group maintenance is illustrated in Section 4.3.

4.1 Dynamic Group Formation Scheme

To assist groups to be formed, we employ the dynamic group formation algorithm as

depicted in Figure 4.1. The algorithm is used for group formation as well as leader

election. The algorithm aims at achieving an agreement and a consistent decision in

leader election for group formation with as few message passing rounds as possible.
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Leader election is governed by a leadership score,[! . The higher the score, the more

potential is a certain mobile host to become a leader. Leader election proceeds by

looking for the host with a highest leadership score in a vicinity. The leadership score

of a mobile host� with a set of neighbors
"

is defined by the equation:

[# � æ ò
$
\&õ&% [_��] \ k æ�h(' " '��

where æ ò and æ�h are weights to the two factors, namely, the degree of affinity,[_��] \ ,
and the connectivity,' " ' , and æ ò kéæ�h�� a . Recalling that degree of affinity reflects

how similar the mobility is between two mobile domains in terms of their distance

and movement factors (see Section 3.1.2), the higher the degree of affinity to a mobile

host with its neighbor, the higher potential is the mobile host to become a leader of

the group. The higher the connectivity, the more beneficial is for the host to join the

group of the potential leader. As there is no group being formed in the period of

system configuration, the only information that can be used for making decision on

leader election is its neighbors’ location information and its own connectivity obtained

through collaboration between itself and its neighbors. After groups are formed, each

mobile host stores the information about its group so that the leader election criteria

is changed to see whether the host itself is potential to be the next primary leader

on behalf of the group. Thus, another score calculation method is required in the

execution of the system and this leads to the introduction ofsecondary leadership

scorein Chapter 5.

The dynamic group formation algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase,

the mobility similarity score of each neighbor of a mobile host� is determined ac-

cording to the location and velocity provided by the neighbors. The leadership score is

then calculated locally and broadcast to its neighbors. In the second phase, the mobile

hosts will choose the neighboring host with the highest leadership score to join, by

sending it aJOIN message. The mobile host which receives theJOIN message will

become the leader of the group. After the algorithm is completed, the mobile hosts are

clustered into groups.
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Group Formation Algorithm:

1. Each mobile host� broadcasts aHELLO message appended with its own location, velocity and trans-

mission range to its neighbors.

2. When � receives theHello message from a neighbor) , it will check the the distance between both

hosts according to the predicted location after time parameter* . If the hosts are within range,) will

be added to� ’s neighbor list and�,+.- / is calculated.

3. Host � records the connectivity degree whenHELLO messages are received. It sums up the degree of

affinity ( �,+1032 u � +.- u ) with respect to its neighbors and calculate the leadership score,�54 .

4. If � does not possess long-range communication capability to the location server,� 4 076 .
5. After � 4 of each host� is calculated,� broadcasts the score to its neighbors in the neighbor list.

6. Host� compares all obtained leadership scores and joins to the host8 with the highest score by sending8 aJOIN message. Host ID is used to break tie in leadership score comparison, in case it is necessary.

7. If any host� receives aJOIN message, it will become the leader and add the neighbor) to the member

list. Upon elected,� will not send anyJOIN message to other host^ althougĥ may have a larger

leadership score than� .

8. It is possible that a host� sends aJOIN message to another host^ before receiving theJOIN message

from another host. If that is the case,� will send aLEAVE message tô . Host ^ then removes�
from its member list.

Figure 4.1: Group formation algorithm.

Similar to [11], a weight-based scheme is adopted for electing a leader for a group.

However, the distribution mechanism of weighted scores in [11] is time consuming

because the mechanism requires information exchange throughout the whole network,

i.e., the time required depends on the size of the network. It is not desirable in dy-

namic mobile ad hoc network. In our algorithm, only one message passing round of

leadership score distribution is required and another message passing round ofJOIN

message is used for a cluster to stabilize. Mobility similarity comparison is also not

considered in [11]. Only the mean value of the absolute “relative” speed, i.e., the av-

erage of absolute velocity magnitude difference between a host and the neighboring

hosts over a time interval, is used for mobility similarity comparison in [4]. In our

work, the movement directions of mobile hosts are also taken into consideration for

group formation.

Figure 4.2 depicts an example for the execution of the dynamic group formation

algorithm. At the time of system activation, in order to obtain the knowledge about the

surroundings of each mobile host, each mobile host broadcasts aHELLO message to
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Figure 4.2: An example to illustrate the dynamic group formation algorithm.

its neighbors. As depicted in Figure 4.2(a), every mobile host then calculates its own

leadership score,[! , by using location information piggybacked inHELLO messages

from its neighbors. The leadership score of each mobile host is then passed to its

neighbors, as depicted in Figure 4.2(b). Now, there is enough information for a mobile

host to make a decision for joining its potential leader which has the highest leadership

score among its neighbors. A mobile host examines the leadership scores from its

neighbors and joins to its potential leader by sending aJOIN message. However, it

is possible that a mobile host joins to a potential leader but this potential leader has

already joined to another mobile host. As depicted in Figure 4.2(b), hostA receives

JOIN messages from its neighbors after it joined to mobile hostB. Thus, it is required

to have a stabilization mechanism for avoiding the situation. To stabilize the group

formation, any mobile host� who previously joined to another mobile host is required

to send aLEAVE message to the previously joined leader, if this host� receivesJOIN

message from its neighbor. As shown in Figure 4.2(c), hostA who has previously

joined to hostB needs to send aLEAVE message to this previously joined leader,

after it received aJOIN message from other mobile hosts for stabilization of the group

formation. At last, two groups are formed in the example in which hostA is the leader

of one of the groups and hostB is the leader of another group.

Consider another scenario that three mobile hosts, sayz , { and | , are going to

form groups by the execution of group formation algorithm. After exchanging the

information about leadership score,z decides to join{ while { desires to join| . {
will send aLEAVE message to| for stabilization if { has sent aJOIN message to
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| previously and now receives aJOIN message fromz . However, it is not possible

that | is going to join z because| must have the highest leadership score among these

three mobile hosts, taking into account the hosts’ ID as tie-breaker in case of identical

leadership score.| will not send any join message to{ or z . As a result, no “cyclic” join

situation can possibly occur. Finally, after the group formation algorithm is executed,

two groups would be formed, where there is a group withz and { and another singleton

group with | .

4.2 Membership Maintenance

Membership maintenance involves the mechanisms for a group leader to handle the

joining and leaving of a mobile host to and from a group. In group joining, a mobile

host, which is known as agroup seeker, has a will to find the most suitable group to

join. The most straightforward way is to ask the surrounding mobile hosts about the

group information available. We term this simple approach as basic join procedure.

Similarly, the member of a group leaving a group should notify the leader about its

will to leave. The detail about the leave procedure can be found in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Basic Join Procedure

The basic join procedure is depicted in Figure 4.3. In the basic join procedure, a

mobile host� that wants to join a group must first request for the group information

from its neighbors, by broadcastingFIND GROUP messages. A neighbor receiving

the message will reply aGROUP INFO message with group information pertaining

to its existing group. Group information received from the neighbors includes: leader’s

host ID, predicted group location and predicted group velocity according to the time

of the latest updated location and movement information, and the ranger of the group.

Thegroup finding processin the basic join procedure requires� to select the most
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suitable group available for joining. There may be several potential groups available

for joining, according to the received group information from the neighbors. The dis-

tance between each potential groupî and � itself, rcb�[_�@i�� �Pî n , and the distance be-

tween the predicted location of groupî and the predicted location of� itself after

time period � , rwb[_�@i�� * �Yî * n , are determined. If bothrwb[_�@i�� �Yî n and rcb�[_�@i�� * �Yî * n
are smaller than communication ranger, î becomes a candidate group for joining. If

there are several candidate groups, the degree of affinity,[_��] ï , between each candi-

date groupî and � is calculated. Mobile host� will then join the candidate group

î with the highest degree of affinity, by sendingJOIN message to the leader of the

group along with its ID, location and velocity for recalculating new group location and

movement information. The leader of the selected group also inserts a new member

record for the joining host to its member list. In contrast, there may be the absence of

potential group for joining. In this case,� will create a new group and it becomes the

leader of this singleton group.

Basic Join Procedure:

1. The mobile host (group seeker) � obtains all the related group information by broadcasting aFIND GROUP

message to its neighbors.

2. A neighbor that receives theFIND GROUP message replies with aGROUP INFO message to� with the group

information to which the neighbor belongs.

3. Group seeker� receives information from neighbors about groups they belong to.

4. For each groupï discovered, addï to the set of potential groups ifx�l ��m>n ��]�ï¸o^] r and x�l ��m>n �`_
]�ïa_$o^] r.

5. if the set of potential groups is notNULL then

send aJOIN message to the leader of the groupïPb with the highest degree of affinity,c +.- dfe
store the group leader and group location information and movement information

6. else // no group is available for this moment

create a new group

set itself to be the leader

end if

Figure 4.3: Basic join procedure.

4.2.2 Leave Procedure

A mobile host� may leave a group, either voluntarily or involuntarily. Voluntary leave

may occur with user power-off, hand-off, moving out-of-range of the host with respect
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to its group and so on. Involuntary leave occurs with sudden system or communication

failure or temporary disconnection of the mobile host due to signal distortion or signal

loss. In this thesis, we will present the voluntary leave case. Timeout mechanisms can

be adopted to tackle involuntary disconnection. A form of heart-beat messages can

be generated from mobile hosts to the leader periodically to “renew” their status for

being group members, in case involuntary departure due to failure is to be handled. If

the leader notices that there is no renewal of a membership after timeout, it assumes

the departure of this member and removes the record from the member list. Since the

member’s departure affect the group location and velocity, the leader is responsible

for recalculating the group location, according to the member’s latest updated location

information stored. In voluntary leave, as depicted in Figure 4.4, the leaving member

signals its departure by sending aLEAVE message to the leader when it detects that

its distance from the group leader is going to exceed the threshold in the near future.

The leader will remove the member from the member list after theLEAVE message is

received. The leader also recalculates the group location and velocity according to the

latest update location and velocity of this leaving member.

Leave Protocol for mobile host:

1. SendLEAVE message to leader.

2. Join another group by executing the join protocol.

3. If no group is available, create own group by itself.

Leave Protocol for leader:

When leader receives the ”leave” message from a host,

1. Remove member record from the member list.

2. Group location and velocity is recalculated.

Figure 4.4: Host interaction for a host leaving a group.

As the cost to maintain a strong consistency at any moment of time would be

very high in a dynamic mobile computing environment, providing an exact solution

for maintaining a strong consistency will be an overkill to the system performance.

Thus, weak consistency is preferred occasionally in a mobile computing environment

which means that the system may be in an inconsistent state for a short period of

time. For example, it is possible that at a certain moment, there could be leaders of
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two groups maintaining the record of a single mobile host (a member “belonging”

to two groups in the viewpoint of leaders). This happens when a member of one

group leaves its existing group by sending aLEAVE message to the group leader.

Before the group leader receives theLEAVE message, the group finding process of

the departed member finds another new group to join. The new group leader receives

theJOIN message before the old group leader receives theLEAVE message. If this is

the case, two group leaders maintain the member record of the same mobile host for

a short time period while the member will only know about the newly joined group

leader. This inconsistent state would not last for long because the leader of the old

group will eventually be aware of the departure of the mobile host, by receiving the

LEAVE message from the mobile host after intra-group location update is triggered

or the timeout of the departed member’s membership. The system will return to a

consistent state eventually and there is only little impact on the mobile applications.

In group-based location management scheme, there is only a very slight impact on the

group’s location information for GBL in the short inconsistent state since uncertainty

is already one of the inherent characteristics in location management. For group-based

data management, it could be said that there is no impact since every member, which

only knows a single group leader, will send its queries to the group leader it knows.

4.3 Reducing Local Communication Overhead in Group

Maintenance

Owing to the dynamic movement of mobile hosts, a number of mobile hosts will oc-

casionally leave their existing group and find other new group to join. These changes

in group membership dictate a group maintenance mechanism. In particular, it is im-

portant to provide operations for the group leader or clusterhead to handle the leave

and join events for a mobile host. Thus, group management is an integral component

in mobile ad hoc network clustering and in our group-based model. In Section 4.2,
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we proposed a basic join procedure to handle the group joining from a wandering mo-

bile host. To handle the join event, there is a need for a mobile host to select a group

to join, before the processing of the join event. The join event can be handled in a

straightforward manner when the joining host reports its presence to the group leader.

The more interesting step lies in the selection of an appropriate group and its leader

for a wandering mobile host. This is referred to as thegroup finding process, and the

mobile host looking for a group to join as thegroup seeker. Besides the performance

of the group-based location reporting scheme when groups are formed, it is also useful

to study the overhead incurred in group management, with different strategies in the

group finding process. According to our preliminary study in Section 4.3.1, there

could be a high local communication overhead in the group management mechanism,

due significantly to the messages generated in the group finding process.

In this section, the techniques for reducing local communication overhead in the

group finding process are investigated. Two new methods are proposed for a mobile

host to locate for an appropriate joining group. The detail of these two newjoin pro-

cedurescan be found in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Communication Overhead in Membership Maintenance

Group management involves the mechanisms for maintaining the membership of mo-

bile hosts in the groups, including protocols for handling the join and leave events

of mobile hosts with respect to a group. In the join procedure, a mobile host (group

seeker) needs to find an appropriate group by executing thegroup finding process, so

that the impact on the stability of the target group can be minimized. In addition, a join

event will be generated to inform the leader of the joining group for the exchange of

essential information between the group seeker and the leader. A group seeker needs

to interact with neighbors from other groups in order to gather group information and

make a group joining decision. In Section 4.2.1, thebasicjoin procedure is described,
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in which the group seeker makes inquiry to potential neighbors for admission into var-

ious groups simultaneously. Based on the simulation study on the basic scheme, it is

discovered that there would be quite a high local communication overhead involving

the group seeker and its neighbors. Analysis into the cause leads us to the design of

two improvements on the group finding process in the join procedure, as described in

subsequent subsections.

Preliminary Study

Figure 4.5 depicts the results of a preliminary performance study on the group manage-

ment with the basic join procedure, with varying mobile host population. The detail

setting of the experiment could be found in Section 6.3. In our preliminary study,

both the total number of local messages and the number ofGROUP INFO messages

increase drastically with the number of mobile hosts in the mobile environment. How-

ever, the rate of increase in the number ofFIND GROUP messages is very small when

compared with the number ofGROUP INFO messages. In addition, the simulation

also reveals thatGROUP INFO messages contribute to a significant portion of all the

local messages.

In the basic approach, the hosts which are the neighbors of the group seeker will

report their group information back after they receive theFIND GROUP message.

As the mobile host population increases, the number of neighbors surrounding the

group seeker increases. Thus, many reply messages containing information about the

relevant groups are produced for a singleFIND GROUP message originated from

a single group seeker. Among the repliedGROUP INFO messages, a significant

portion of them, i.e., those originated from the neighbors belonging to the same group,

are basically identical. As a result, unnecessaryGROUP INFO messages will be

generated from the neighbors. This situation should be rectified.
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Figure 4.5: Communication overhead in basic join procedure.

4.3.2 Improvement in Join Procedure

Based on the observation in Section 4.3.1, two improved join procedures are proposed.

The first improved join procedure restricts the set of mobile hosts that are eligible to

replying the group information back to thegroup seeker. In particular, only a group

leader is eligible to replying with theFIND GROUP message to a group seeker, as

shown in Figure 4.6. With this constraint, duplicatedGROUP INFO messages con-

taining information about the same group will be eliminated, since there is only one

representative answering the request of the group seeker. This is called theleader-only

join procedure, since only the leader will reply theFIND GROUP message with the

appropriate information. When a group seeker looks for a suitable group to join, it

will broadcast aFIND GROUP to its neighbors. In the leader-only join procedure,

the mobile host that replies aGROUP INFO messages back to the group seeker after

it received theFIND GROUP message must be a group leader. Then the group seeker

makes its own judgement on which one of available groups is the most suitable to join.

The detail of the execution of the procedure can be found in Figure 4.6.

Although with leader-only join procedure, duplicated messages from the same

group are eliminated, we can observe that the group seeker will only join one group

in the end. To further reduce the number of reply messages, a leader that receives the

FIND GROUP message can make a judicial decision to reply or not, by evaluating the

degree of affinity,ØÔÙÀÚ Û , between the potential groupÜ and the group seekerÝ . If the
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Leader-only Join Procedure:

1. The mobile host (group seeker) Ù obtains all the related group information by broadcasting aFIND GROUP

message to its neighbors.

2. A neighbor who is a group leader that receives theFIND GROUP will reply with a GROUP INFO message toÙ
with the relevant group information.

A non-leader neighbor will simply discard theFIND GROUP message.

3. Group seekerÙ receives information from neighbors about groups they belong to.

4. For each groupÛ discovered, addÛ to the set of potential groups ifÞ�ß�àâáLã ÙäÚZÛ¥å^æ r and Þ�ß�àâáLã Ù`ç!ÚKÛaçOå^æ r.

5. if the set of potential groups is notNULL then

send aJOIN message to the leader of the groupÛPè with the highest degree of affinity,àâé.ê ëfì
store the group leader and group location information and movement information

6. else // no group is available for this moment

create a new group

set itself to be the leader

end if

Figure 4.6: Leader-only join procedure.

degree of affinity is larger than a predefinedfiltering threshold, í , the leader will reply

the group information back to the group seeker. Otherwise, the request message will

be ignored. As a result, groups with low degree of affinity are further filtered out, since

they would unlikely be selected in the end. This constitutes our second proposed join

procedure, termedleader-filter join procedure. As illustrated in Figure 4.7, a group

seeker first obtains the information of surrounding groups available from its neighbors

by sendingFIND GROUP messages to them. Every neighbor that receives the mes-

sage will reply aGROUP INFO message, on which group information corresponding

to the neighbor that it belongs to is piggybacked based on two conditions. The first

condition is that the neighbor is a group leader while the second condition is that the

degree of affinity between the neighbor’s belonging group and the group seeker has

to be larger than a filtering threshold,í . If both conditions are satisfied, the neighbor

will reply the group seeker with aGROUP INFO message. After the group seeker

receives the replies from its neighbors, it will make a decision about which group to

join.

In short, this chapter discusses about the group management issues involved in re-

alizing the group-based model and the group-based framework. These issues include

group formation and membership maintenance. A preliminary study on the basic group
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Leader-filter Join Procedure:

1. The mobile host (group seeker) Ù obtains all the related group information by broadcasting aFIND GROUP

message to its neighbors.

2. A neighborî who is a leader of groupÛ that receives theFIND GROUP will further perform a filtering step:

if the degree of affinity,àâé.ê ë , is greater than the filtering thresholdï , then

reply Ù with aGROUP INFO message with the relevant group information

A leader neighbor failing the filtering condition or a non-leader neighbor will simply discard theFIND GROUP

message.

3. Group seekerÙ receives information from neighbors about groups they belong to.

4. For each groupÛ discovered, addÛ to the set of potential groups ifÞ�ß�àâáLã ÙäÚZÛ¥å^æ r and Þ�ß�àâáLã Ù`ç!ÚKÛaçOå^æ r.

5. if the set of potential groups is notNULL then

send aJOIN message to the leader of the groupÛ è with the highest degree of affinity,à é.ê ëfì
store the group leader and group location information and movement information

6. else // no group is available for this moment

create a new group

set itself to be the leader

end if

Figure 4.7: Leader-filter join procedure.

joining in membership maintenance is conducted. It shows that the group finding pro-

cess in the join procedure contributes to a signification portion of local communication

overhead. Improvement of the join procedure is proposed for reducing the local mes-

sages involved in group finding. Simulation study is conducted and will be discussed in

detail in Section 6.3.2. Another critical component in group management is leadership

maintenance, which will be discussed in detail in next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Leadership Maintenance

Due to mobility of group members, a group leader may be decoupled from its group

voluntarily or involuntarily. Leadership change among group members is unavoidable;

it is important to develop an efficient scheme to deal with the issue. An intuitive ap-

proach in addressing the change of leadership is to re-execute a mobile ad hoc network

clustering algorithm (either in a demand-driven or periodic manner). However, it is not

a suitable approach in the group-based location management context because it could

be costly in terms of communication cost if the clustering algorithm is re-executed,

especially in large-sized groups. Message volume generated due to host interaction

could be large. Additional uplink messages will be introduced for informing the server

about the newly formed groups. The performance is also degraded because a leader

is absent before the completion of the clustering algorithm. If the group leader fails,

the location updating messages from members to the leader are wasted and members

need to execute the leader election algorithm instead. During the election, the location

server is not able to receive any location update message about the members in the

group, hence degrading system performance.

In order to maintain dynamic leadership within a group, we propose a leadership

maintenance scheme with the aid of a secondary leader in the group. There are three

major components in our leadership maintenance scheme, built on top of our group-
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based model and the intra-group location management component (see Section 3.2).

The first component is asecondary leader determinationstrategy, a strategy to de-

termine who will be a potential secondary leader to take over the group leader’s role

when necessary. The second component, termedturnover activation policy, is a pol-

icy for identifying an endangered primary leader and making the proper decision on

when to trigger theturnover procedure. The third componentturnover procedureis

triggered to really hand over the primary leader’s duty to the secondary leader. This

component consists of procedures for handling the turnover and notifying members

about the change of primary leader. In general, there should always be a potential sec-

ondary leader in a group ready for assuming the leadership from the primary leader.

We assume that there are occasional but infrequent message loss, as exhibited by most

practical systems.

5.1 Secondary Leader Determination

To select a secondary leader responsible for taking over the activities of a primary

leader after the primary leaves, the existing primary needs to gather the information

required for secondary leader determination amongst members during system execu-

tion. Two pieces of information, namely,member-neighbor connectivity, ðUñòÙóð , and

degree of affinity,ØÔÙÀÚ Û , between a memberÝ and a groupÜ , are maintained. Member-

neighbor connectivity ofÝ is the number ofmember-neighborsof Ý . The member-

neighbors,ñòÙ , of Ý are those neighbors ofÝ belonging toÜ . The procedure can be

illustrated with an example as shown in Figure 5.1.
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with new leader piggybacked
Figure 5.1: Secondary leader determination.
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The member-neighbor connectivity information will be piggybacked on local lo-

cation update message, as depicted in Figure 5.1(a). The primary leader
Z

obtains the

degree of affinity between a memberÝ and its groupÜ by using the local location

update information fromÝ . The secondary leadership score,[aÙ , of Ý is defined as

[¥Ù]\_^a`
ØÔÙäÚ Ûcbd^fe(ðUñóÙ ð , where ^a` and ^fe are weights to the two factors, degree of

affinity and member-neighbor connectivity, with^a`gbh^iej\ k . Whenever primary
Z

receives a local location update message from a memberÝ , the secondary leader-

ship score ofÝ , [aÙ , is calculated and stored, as exemplified in Figure 5.1(b). If a

mobile host is not able to communicate with the remote server, its member-neighbor

connectivity will be set to negative infinity, making it ineligible for being appointed

as a secondary leader. At the moment when a group location update is generated,

the member with the highest secondary leadership score is selected as the secondary

leader
lZ
, whose ID will be piggybacked on the group location update message, as in

Figure 5.1(c). Due to dynamic host movement, the secondary leader
lZ

may leave the

group. When
lZ

leaves the group,
Z

removes the record of
lZ

from the member list. The

next highest ranked member is then chosen to be the new secondary leader.
Z

will also

generate an intra-group location update to all members with information about the new

secondary leader. Thus, members are kept informed of changes in secondary leader as

soon as possible. This is beneficial in involuntary leader changing situation, which a

group leader departs from its group involuntarily, since the possibility of handing over

the primary leader’s job to a departed secondary leader is reduced. For intra-group

location update,
Z

will send a group location update message only to each member,

but not to the server, to reduce expensive uplink traffic. There is no change in the

information stored in the leader about the latest updated location, velocity and update

time. In each group location update message, the ID of the current secondary leader
lZ

is piggybacked. Primary leader
Z

will also keep track of its own secondary leadership

score,[ � , to monitor for the possibility that secondary leader’s score surpasses its own,

thereby triggering the turnover procedure.

To determine the member-neighbor connectivity in groupÜ , each memberÝ main-
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tains amember-neighbor list, storing the list ofmember-neighborsandmember-neighbor

relationship expiry time(or simplyexpiry time) of each member-neighbor. The member-

neighbor relationship of a member to a neighbor is considered valid before its ex-

piry time. The validity assumption serves as a tradeoff for the accuracy of member-

neighbor information against the number of status update messages in the presence

of host mobility. Thus, a soft state technique is adopted for collecting the connec-

tivity information. To maintain the member-neighbor relationship between member-

neighbors, each hostÝ broadcasts an expiry time renewal message before the expiry

time, together with the member’s leader ID and the newvalid durationcalculated adap-

tively. The new valid duration is the estimated time required forÝ to travel from its

current location to the boundary of the group, according to the relative speed between

the velocities ofÝ and Ü . Upon receiving the renewal message,Ý will examine its

leader ID and the leader ID in the renewal message. If they are the same, both hosts

belong to the same group;Ý will update the expiry time of that neighbor, adding the

neighbor into the list with the expiry time if it is a new neighbor. We adopt a lazy

approach for the expired member in the member-neighbor list. The expired member-

neighbors in the list will be removed lazily only when the connectivity of the member

is to be determined.

Although more accurate member-neighbor list can be maintained with a conserva-

tive approach in member-neighbor relationship renewal, this may induce high number

of local messages. To improve system performance, arelaxedmember-neighbor re-

newal strategy is employed to reduce the local communication overhead. The new

valid duration is computed as the time required to travel from the current location to

the boundary of the groupplus its transmission range distance. To further reduce the

number of local messages,piggybackingtechnique is adopted. Whenever there is a

group location update or an intra-group location update, the primary leader calculates

a new valid duration and embeds it in the group location update messages. Members of

the group then update the group location information and renew the member-neighbor

relationship of the primary with the message.
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Figure 5.2: Group-based model with the notion of inner circle.

5.2 Turnover Activation Policy

Turnover activation policy is a mechanism for determiningwhenthe leader is required

to turn over its current job to the secondary leader, that is, the primary has a high

tendency to stay near the margin of a group and leave its group sooner or later, thus

termed atend-to-leaveleader. Rather than waiting for atend-to-leaveleader leaving

the group and reacting on demand, the policy identifies this kind of endangered leader

proactively and triggers the turnover procedure. The reason is that it is desirable to

have a leader often staying near the group center, rather than staying near the group

margin. If it is discovered that the leader is often far away from the group center, it

is better to hand over its job to another potential secondary leader, by invoking the

turnover procedure.

Each group leader executes theturnover activation policyperiodically. Figure 5.2

depicts the model employed in the turnover activation policy. Aninner circle is intro-

duced with radius� ß , centered at the group center. We define astayIndexto indicate

the tendency of a leader staying within the inner circle. The higher the value of the

index, the higher tendency that the leader stays within the inner circle. ThestayIndexis

measured in each location sampling; it is incremented by one if the leader
Z

is within

the inner circle; otherwise, it will be divided by adrop factor, � . Thedrop factor is

adjusted adaptively according to the difference between the degree of affinity of the

leader to the group in the previous and the current sampling periods, i.e.,Ø������W�� Ú Û and

Ø � Ú Û . Drop factorwill be decreased when there is an increase in the current degree of

affinity and vice versa, as given by� î ��� \������ Þ�� k�� � Ø � Ú Û � Ø ���¡�W�� Ú Û£¢¤¢ , where two thresh-

olds, � Ù ß�î and � Ùi¥�¦ , are predefined to bound the drop factor, with� Ùf¥§¦©¨d� Ù ß�î ¨ªk .
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Figure 5.3 depicts the turnover activation policy. In short, the leader
Z

executes the

turnover activation policy in each location sampling period.Drop factorandstayIndex

are evaluated. There is a predefinedturnover threshold, TurnThr(0 « TurnThr « 1).

If stayIndex« TurnThrand the secondary leadership score[ � «�[g¬� ,
Z

is treated as a

tend-to-leave leader and the turnover procedure will be invoked. Note that there is no

need for the turnover activation policy for a group of size two, since the turnover will

not achieve its desired goal for such a group.

Initial Condition :
1. stayIndex = 1

StayIndex Adjustment at � :
1. ¯®j(ã `±° ã�à�²!ê ë ° àW³�´¶µt·²#ê ë å�å
2. if leader stays in the inner circlethen
3. àZá ¥§¸�¹ î!Þ � ¦ ® àZá ¥§¸�¹ î!Þ � ¦»º¼`
4. else
5. àZá ¥§¸�¹ î!Þ � ¦ ® àZá ¥§¸�¹ î!Þ � ¦�½ 
6. end if

Turnover Activation Policy at � :
1. for each location sampling perioddo
2. adjustàZá ¥§¸�¹ î!Þ � ¦
3. if ( àâá ¥�¸�¹ îÔÞ � ¦ æ¿¾ÁÀ � î ¾ÃÂ � and 0Ä² æ 0ÃÅ² ) then
4. turn over the job to¬� by invoking the voluntary turnover procedure
5. revert � back to an ordinary member
6. end if
7. end for

Figure 5.3: Turnover activation policy.

5.3 Turnover Procedure

Turnover should occur when the leader leaves the group (on demand), or when it is

too risky to rely on the leader which has a strong tendency to stay near the margin

of the group (anticipatory). There are three possible situations when a primary leader
Z

is required to turn over its role. First, the turnover activation policy may identify
Z

as a tend-to-leave leader. Second, voluntary leave event occurs when
Z

moves out

of the group ranger, or
Z

intends to power down or to disconnect itself. These two

situations are handled by thevoluntary turnover procedure. Finally, involuntary leave

event occurs when there is a sudden failure of
Z

. The procedure in handling this

situation is termedinvoluntary leader changing procedure(i.e., involuntary turnover

procedure).
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5.3.1 Voluntary Turnover Procedure

Figure 5.4 depicts the host interaction involved in the voluntary turnover procedure.

To begin with, the existing primary leader
Z

sends aTURNOVER message to the sec-

ondary leader
lZ
. TheTURNOVER message contains the group member list, the group

location and velocity, and the latest update time, latest updated group location and ve-

locity. If
Z

initiates a voluntary leave, it will remove itself from the group member list

before sendingTURNOVER. After
lZ

receivesTURNOVER, it considers itself the

new primary leader and constructs a member list according to the message received.

The new primary then identifies a new secondary based on its member-neighbor list,

computes its valid duration, and broadcasts aCHANGE LEADER message to all its

members, with message content of previous leader ID, new secondary leader ID and

its own new valid duration. After members receiveCHANGE LEADER, they update

their own record about the new primary and secondary leader, and the expiry time of

the new primary.

Owing to asynchrony of message passing and host mobility, a memberÝÇÆ which

has already departed groupÜ for group Ü Æ may receive aCHANGE LEADER mes-

sage from the new primary leader
lZ

of Ü . It occurs when the old primary leader
Z

of Ü does not receive theLEAVE message fromÝ Æ before the voluntary turnover

procedure is invoked by
Z

. The new primary
lZ

would still consider this departed mem-

ber ÝÇÆ as a group member according to the member list it received and would send

a CHANGE LEADER message toÝÇÆ . When ÝÇÆ receivesCHANGE LEADER, it

should reply back aLEAVE message to
lZ

to remove itself from the member list of the

latter, i.e., groupÜ .

Owing to potential message loss, it may happen that a subset of members fail to

receive theCHANGE LEADER message. Upon timeout, those hosts would execute

the involuntary leader changing procedurewhen they discover the loss of the existing

primary and are unaware of the secondary becoming the new primary. This is a simpli-

fication to reuse an existing protocol in a slightly different but yet applicable context.
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Voluntary Turnover Procedure:
1. Primary leader� unicasts messageTURNOVER to secondary leader¬� , along with group information.
2. Secondary¬� that receivesTURNOVER converts itself into the new primary leader and identifies an

appropriate new secondaryÈ� from its member-neighbor list.¬� broadcasts aCHANGE LEADER message, with� ’s ID, È� ’s ID and ¬� ’s new valid duration to all
other members in the member list.

3. Member Ù that receivesCHANGE LEADER compares its current primary leader ID with the old
leader ID in the message.
If both IDs are equal, things are alright. MemberÙ changes its primary leader to be the message
sender. It also updates its record of the secondary leader and the new primary’s expiry time, according
to the information embedded in the message.
Otherwise,Ù has changed group, aLEAVE message will be sent to the message sender to finish off
with the group switching.

Figure 5.4: Voluntary turnover procedure.

Details in handling such a scenario will be discussed next.

5.3.2 Involuntary Leader Changing Procedure

In the involuntary leader changing procedure, each member utilizes the member-neighbor

list and auxiliary information to detect the involuntary departure of the primary leader.

We adopt a lazy approach in determining the necessity of involuntary leader turnover

upon timeout. In other words, we only initiate the involuntary leader changing pro-

cedure when there is a need for a member to report its location via a local location

update message. Involuntary leader changing is initiated with aleader changing up-

date(CHANGE UPDATE) message, on which a regular local location update mes-

sage is piggybacked. The detail of the involuntary leader changing procedure is shown

in Figure 5.5.

Before a memberÝ issues a local location update, the expiry time of the primary

leader
Z

is checked. If it is valid,
Z

is probably still around and a regular local location

update message is sent to
Z

. If it has expired,
Z

may have disappeared from the view

of Ý , which will then initiate the involuntary leader changing procedure, by sending

a CHANGE UPDATE message to its secondary leader
lZ
. The latest group location

update time stored inÝ and the primary leader
Z

’s ID are included in the message.

The latest group location update time indicates the timestamp of leader
Z

when
Z

last

issued a group location update to members.

When a memberÝ initiates involuntary leader changing procedure to its secondary
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Involuntary Leader Changing Procedure:
1. When a local update is to be issued by hostÙ and the expiry time of primary� is up, Ù sends a

CHANGE UPDATE
message to its secondary¬� with the latest group update time and its current leader ID.

2. Host Â receives aCHANGE UPDATE message fromÙ .
a. case Â is a primary leader:

// Â has already become a primary leader triggered by other members butÙ does not know thisÂ replies Ù with a CHANGE LEADER message containingÂ ’s previous primary leader ID, current
secondary leader ID andÂ ’s remaining valid duration

b. case Â is a secondary leader:
if ( Â ’s leader ID ==Ù ’s leader ID)then // Ù and Â belong to the same group

if leader� ’s expiry time is not up yetthen // no change in leaderÂ sends back aREJECT message toÙ
else Â probes� with anIS ALIVE message

if Â receives before timeout aYES message from� then // no change in leaderÂ sends back aREJECT message toÙ // primary leader is still healthy
else // timeout andÂ becomes the new primary leaderÂ broadcasts aCHANGE LEADER message with� ’s ID only

c. case host Â is a member:
if ( Â ’s leader ID ==Ù ’s leader ID)then // Ù and Â belong to the same group

if leader� ’s expiry time is not up yetthen // no change in leaderÂ sends back aREJECT message toÙ // primary is healthy
else if (latest group update time inÂ�É latest group update time inCHANGE UPDATE) thenÂ sends anotherCHANGE UPDATE message toÂ ’s secondary leader¬� and waits for reply

if aREJECT message is received before timeoutthen // primary is healthyÂ sends backREJECT to Ù // propagateREJECT
// else timeout, Â cannot contact new leader, so it leaves the group

else Â probes� with anIS ALIVE message
if Â receives before timeout aYES message from� thenÂ sends back aREJECT message toÙ // primary leader is still healthy
else // timeout andÂ becomes the new primary leaderÂ broadcasts aCHANGE LEADER message with� ’s ID only

3. MemberÙ waits for the reply.
if REJECT is received before timeoutthen // primary is healthyÙ sends location update to existing primary leader�
else // timeout, Ù no longer belongs to the groupÙ tries to find another group to join

4. Host î receives aCHANGE LEADER message from host� .if ( î ’s existing primary leader� ’s ID == previous leader ID inCHANGE LEADER) then
// change is ready for installation
if CHANGE LEADER contains new secondary’s ID and primary’s new expiry timethen

// (case in paragraph 2a)
change primary leader to�update secondary leader and primary leader’s expiry time

else // (case in paragraph 2b or 2c)
change primary leader to�send a regular local location update to�
Figure 5.5: Involuntary leader changing procedure.

leader by aCHANGE UPDATE message, the receiving secondary will re-confirm

the existence of the primary leader by sending a probe (IS ALIVE) message to check

whether the primary has left the group. If the primary is still around, the involuntary

leader changing procedure terminates with aREJECT message back toÝ , which up-

dates its information. If the leader has departed from the group, the secondary declares

itself as the new primary and broadcasts aCHANGE LEADER message with the

previous primary leader ID. This is slightly different from theCHANGE LEADER

message generated in voluntary turnover, without new secondary leader and primary

leader’s new expiry time information, since the new primary leader has only limited
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knowledge about the group and members within the group. Members of the group

receivingCHANGE LEADER will verify whether the change is legitimate, updating

the new primary leader information, followed by a regular location update to the new

primary.

In the presence of message loss, some members may not receive an expiry time

renewal message from their leader. If this is the case, the primary leader’s expiry time

that they store will eventually expire. Upon expiry and when memberÝ needs to

report a local location update, the involuntary leader changing procedure is invoked.

However, the primary leader still exists within the group and it is not necessary to

change the leadership. To address this problem, the secondary leader that receives

the CHANGE UPDATE message will check the leader’s expiry time. If it has not

yet expired, the primary is still considered to be healthy and the secondary receiv-

ing theCHANGE UPDATE message will reply with aREJECT message so thatÝ
will discontinue the leader changing procedure. It is also possible that the secondary

leader missed the latest expiry time renewal messages from the primary leader, but

the primary is still around. To guard against this, the secondary will confirm with the

primary for its departure with a probeIS ALIVE even if the expiry time is up. As

with above, if there is no response, the secondary assumes the new leadership and

broadcastsCHANGE LEADER for the leadership turnover.

After the voluntary turnover procedure is finished, there may be some members

failing to receive theCHANGE LEADER message from the new primary leader. Be-

fore the expiration of leader’s expiry time, those members may issue normal local

location update messages to the old leader. The old leader will simply discard the mes-

sages, even if it is still in the group. Thus this old leader behaves as if it were not in

the group, thereby unifying the failure mode as observed by those negligent members.

The old leader’s expiry time will eventually be up at those negligent members, who will

then sendCHANGE UPDATE messages to their secondary leader. At this moment,

the secondary leader has already become the new primary leader. So, when this new

primary receives aCHANGE UPDATE message, it will reply aCHANGE LEADER
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message to those negligent members only through unicast message passing. In this

case, the group information is available and theCHANGE LEADER message will

contain information of the selected secondary leader ID and the primary leader’s re-

maining valid duration.

Besides missingCHANGE LEADER message from a new primary, there is a sce-

nario that a memberÝ misses a group location update message which indicates the

change of secondary leadership. When aCHANGE UPDATE message is issued by

Ý , it is sent to its preferred secondary leaderÊ , askingÊ to take over. NowÊ may be the

secondary leader
lZ

or an old secondary leader. IfÊ is an old secondary leader, it may

still be a member of the group or may have become a member of another group with

a different primary leader. Upon receiving aCHANGE UPDATE message fromÝ , Ê
compares its current leader ID and the leader ID embedded in the local location update

message. IfÊ is still a member of the existing group (i.e., both IDs are the same),Ê
will check for the expiration of primary leader’s expiry time. If it has not yet expired,

primary leader may still be valid and aREJECT message is replied toÝ . Otherwise,

the latest group update time values stored inÊ and in the local update message are

compared. If the update time stored inÊ is larger than that stored in the local update

message, it will propagate theCHANGE UPDATE message to the secondary leader

Ê�Ë that Ê prefers. HostÊ�Ë will then execute the involuntary leader changing procedure.

If the update time inÊ is less than that in the local update message, indicating thatÊ
missed a notification of secondary leader change,Ê then considers itself to be the new

primary and broadcastsCHANGE LEADER.

5.4 Departure of Secondary Leader

Since a secondary leader is also a member in a group, it is possible that it will depart

the group voluntarily or involuntarily. As mentioned in Section 5.1, if the departure

of secondary leader is voluntary, it will send aLEAVE message to the primary leader.
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The primary that receives the message will remove the membership of this departed

secondary leader. Then the primary will select the next highest ranked member to be

the new secondary leader and issue an intra-group location update to the members to

inform them of the newly selected secondary leader.

If the departure of secondary leader is involuntary, the leader will eventually be

aware of the departure of the secondary leader with the expiration of the valid duration

of the member-neighbor relationship for the departed secondary leader. The primary

removes the record of this departed secondary leader from the member list. If it is the

case, the leader will select a new secondary leader and inform the members when it

is the time for an intra-group location update. For the worst case that both primary

leader and secondary leader leave the group involuntarily, the members in the group

will eventually issue a leader changing location update to their potential secondary.

Since there is no response from the departed potential secondary, all members will

leave the group (group breakup) and attempt to join to other groups.
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Chapter 6

Group-based Location Management

Scheme

Built upon our group-based model, a group-based location management scheme (GBL)

is developed. There are three types of location update. In the first two types, it is about

the location management within a group. Thus, both types contribute to the integral

part of the group-based framework while the third type is an application of the frame-

work to provide location reporting service to the server in a group-based manner. The

first type is calledlocal update, is the mechanism for reporting location information

to a group leader from its members. The strategy is termed aslocal location updating

strategy. Intra-group location updateas the second type is about the mechanism for a

leader reporting the group location information back to its members. These two types

of location update form the local level of group-based location management. The third

type is about report location information from a group leader to the server residing in

a fixed network, which is termed asgroup location update. This type contributes to

the global level of group-based location management. Intra-group location update and

group location update basically follow the same location updating strategy, termed as

group location updating strategy, except that there may be a need for extra intra-group

location updating because of leadership maintenance (see Chapter 5).
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6.1 Local Location Updating Strategy

In local location updating strategy, a group member periodically samples its current

location and velocity. Such information will then be compared with the predicted

location according to its latest updated location and velocity. The deviation, in terms of

the distance between the predicted location and the current location, will be measured.

If the deviation is larger than a prescribed thresholdÌ , an update message will be

sent to the leader. In the update message, the current location and the velocity of

the member are attached. The information about the group location and velocity will

be recalculated according to the location information of the member in the update

message. The threshold value that will trigger an update is determined by thedegree

of affinitybetween a mobile host group memberÝ and its groupÜ . The next threshold

valueÌ is determined byÌÍ\Î��Ï � kÁ�ÑÐ ° à,é.ê ë ¢ [32], whereØ!ÙäÚ Û is the degree of affinity

between mobile hostÝ and its groupÜ (see Section 3.1.2). The higher the similarity

value, the higher the threshold value will be.

6.2 Group Location Updating Strategy

In group location updating strategy, it provides strategy for both intra-group location

update and group location update. The leader measures and monitors the deviation

of the group from the prediction and reports to the location server when the deviation

exceeds another prescribed thresholdÒ Û . There are three types of events affecting the

group location and the velocity: join event, leave event and local location update event

from group members. A group leader receives the relevant location information from

its members. The group location and velocity will be recalculated. The plain dead-

reckoning (pdr) approach [56] is used for making decision of location reporting to the

location server in group location update and to its members in intra-group location

update. A distance deviation thresholdÒ Û is predefined at the beginning of system

execution. This thresholdÒ Û may be used throughout the system execution, and it
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Table 6.1: System characteristics in the experiments.
Parameter Default value

Region area 100ÙÇÓÔ`�Õ¡Õ�Ù
Transmission range,r 30Ù
Minimum speed,à é×Ö#Ø 0.1Ù à¡ÙÛÚ
Maximum speed,à é×Ü�Ý 0.5Ù à ÙÛÚà?Þ ê ß weights: à , á 0.5, 0.5àW² weights: � Ú , �Ãâ 0.5, 0.5

0�² weights: ã Ú , ã â 0.5, 0.5

Time parameter,ä 5à
Location sampling period,ä�å 2à

may also be adjusted dynamically. If the distance between the current location and

predicted location of a group is larger thanÒ¼Û , a location update message will be sent

from the leader to the location server and members. In general, more sophisticated

dead-reckoning approach, such as adaptive dead-reckoning (adr) [56], can be applied

to group location updating. Information sent from a leader to the location server in-

cludes the group location, velocity, and the member list of the group.

In the case of singleton group, no intra-group update will be performed. Group

update to server is still required and individual-based plain dead-reckoning (pdr) will

be applied, that is, the leader compares its current location with the predicted location

from the latest location information updated to the server; if the deviation is larger than

the thresholdÒ¼Û , the leader will send a location update message to the server.

6.3 Performance Study

A simulation model is built for studying the performance of GBL. The simulation is

implemented by using CSIM18 [45]. For simplicity, but without loss of generality,

it is assumed that all mobile hosts possess the long-range communication ability. In

other words, they can communicate with the location server and are eligible to be a

leader. Location positioning system such as GPS is built in at each mobile host. It is
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also assumed that disconnection is uncommon in the experimental ad hoc networks.

All mobile hosts move freely according to the random waypoint (without pause) [29]

movement model within a specific region of 100Ý by 100Ý . Each host moves with

a minimum speed,ØÔÙ ß�î = 0.1Ý Ø °æ` , and a maximum speed,Ø!Ùf¥�¦ = 5Ý Ø °æ` . In Sec-

tions 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, we allow the leader to move freely only when it is not too far

away from the center and constrain its movement when it moves towards the margin

of a group, for simplicity. This ensures that the leader will not move out of the group

it is serving, and hence dictating a change of leadership. We will relax this constraint

when studying the performance effect of the proposed leadership maintenance scheme

in Section 6.3.3. Every host can interact with each other within the transmission range

of r=30Ý . Both group location update thresholdÒ Û and individual location update

thresholdÌ ß are set to 20Ý . Our experimental setting is summarized in Table 6.1.

Each host will sample its current location everyç à \Íè seconds with its location po-

sitioning device and decide whether to report the location according to the location

updating scheme. Each experiment is simulated for 600 seconds.

6.3.1 Performance of GBL

In this section, we consider the primary performance metrics, namely, the number

of update messages generated to the location server to keep track of the locations

of all the mobile hosts. In particular, we compare GBL with individual-based plain

dead-reckoning (pdr) location update method, which is shown to yield satisfactory

performance. We conduct four sets of experiments to study the performance along four

different perspectives, including varying mobile host density, varying time parameter

ç (see Section 3.1 and 4.2), and different weight settings in degree of affinity and in

leadership score. Detailed parameter setting for the four experiments is depicted in

Table 6.2.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the performance of our first set of experiments, namely, con-

ventional individual-based location update scheme versus GBL. It can be observed that
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Table 6.2: Parameter settings of the four experiments.
Experiments

Parameter Mobile host den-

sity

Time parameterä Degree of affinity

weights,à Þ ê ß Leadership score

weights,à ²
Number of hostsé 10-250 100 100 100à Þ ê ß weights: à , á 0.5, 0.5 0.5, 0.5 à : 0.1-0.9 0.5, 0.5à�² weights: � Ú , � â 0.5, 0.5 0.5, 0.5 0.5, 0.5 � Ú : 0.1-0.9

Time parameterä 5 0 - 40 0 - 40 0 - 40
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Figure 6.1: Performance study on GBL with different mobile host densities.

GBL is very effective in reducing the number of update messages in medium to high

mobile host density environments when compared with conventional individual-based

location updating. With high mobile host density, the group size will be large and the

group-based scheme is able to consolidate the large number of update messages from

within a group for reporting purpose. However, if the mobile host density is very low,

each group only contains few members and each single join or leave event of a mo-

bile host to or from a group becomes significant in affecting the group’s location and

velocity, which implies the decreasing of group stability. This would also result in the

cascading departure effect, in which a single departure leads to a series of departures

by other members in the group. The group location will be dramatically changed.

Our second set of experiments compares the effect of the time parameterç in GBL.

As shown in Figure 6.2, GBL does not seem to perform well with large value ofç .

This is because large value ofç will lead to a decrease in group size, since there will

be fewer mobile hosts satisfying the group formation criteria to stay within the group
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Figure 6.2: Performance effect of GBL with time parametersç .

boundary with a longer period of time. With smaller group size, there will be more

groups and the benefit brought about by GBL for each group will diminish and the

penalty inset by the instability of the small groups increases that it gradually becomes

out-performed by individual-based scheme. With a very small value ofç , the location

of a host plays a major role when it looks for a group to join; the moving speed and

direction are less significant. Hosts with very short group staying period will likely

join the group, thereby leading to a slight decrease in the degree of affinity between

members in the group. This in turn leads to a slight increase to the group instability

and a slight performance degradation.
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Figure 6.3: Weights in degree of affinity.

Our third set of experiments investigates into the performance effect of different

weights of degree of affinity, as depicted in Figure 6.3. It can be observed that the

impact of different weight settings in the calculation of degree of affinity is not quite

significant. However, there is still a general trend that the number of updates decreases

as * increases, i.e., the distance factor is more significant than the movement factor
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in the degree of affinity. With a small* , a mobile host may rather join a groupA

with much similarity in velocity strength and direction but in the margin of the group

than another groupB with a smaller distance difference but relatively less similar in

velocity strength and direction. This situation increases the group instability and leads

to a slight increase in the number of update messages to the location server. In addition,

it is found that GBL is more sensitive to the weight whenç is small, since there will

be more groups and each mobile host has a higher degree of freedom in selecting an

appropriate group. The change in weights could lead to a choice of a different group

to join. Finally, the general trend of decreased performance with increased value ofç
is observed, consistent with the observation in the second experiment.

Finally, the effect of the weights in leadership score calculation is studied. From the

results in Figure 6.4, the varying weights do not seem to lead to a major performance

difference. The only observation is that extreme values of+ ` or + e could lead to

a slight increase in the number of update messages in general, probably due to the

strong bias towards one of the two factors. Again, it is consistent that the performance

degrades with increasing time parameterç .
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Figure 6.4: Weights in leadership score.

In this section, we have studied the performance effect of GBL scheme in terms of

the number of uplink messages for location update. Results show that GBL is effective

in reducing the number of location updates to the stationary server. However, to get

the benefit of the GBL scheme, the number of local messages for group management

would be another concern. As shown in Figure 6.5, a large amount of local messages

for group management could be generated, including messages for group formation al-
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gorithm, and join (basic join procedure) and leave procedures. The local messages for

location management have little impact on the total number of local messages. From

our preliminary study, as depicted in Figure 4.5, a significant portion of local messages

is due to the group finding process. There is a significant increase in the number of

GROUP INFO messages when the number of hosts in the environment increases. As

a result, we proposed two improved join procedures for enhancing the performance

of the GBL scheme by reducing the number of local messages for group management

(see Section 4.3.2). The number of local messages for group maintenance drastically

decreases when improved join procedures are adopted, in turn leading to the decrease

of total number of local messages, as depicted in Figure 6.5. In order to study the actual

benefit of the GBL scheme, the number of local messages should be interpreted as only

one of factors in the aggregated cost which considers both long-range and local com-

munication overheads (see Section 6.3.2). In Section 6.3.2, we study the performance

effect of our proposed join procedures (including the basic join procedure) in detail in

terms of aggregated cost, and the result shows that the GBL scheme outperforms the

individual approach when our proposed improved join procedures are adopted.
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Figure 6.5: Local communication overhead in the GBL scheme.

6.3.2 Performance on GBL with Different Join Procedures

A simulation model is built for studying the performance of GBL regarding the basic

and the newly proposed join procedures. The performance of the improved join pro-

cedures with different mobile host populations is studied. A total of three different
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variants of the join procedure are compared. These include the basic, leader-only and

leader-filter join procedures. Thus, the effect of different constraints on group selec-

tion can be studied. For the leader-filter join procedure, different filtering threshold

values, from
§

= 0.1 to
§

= 0.9, are studied in the simulation. The results are illus-

trated in Figure 6.6. It is obvious that there is a drastic performance enhancement

for both leader-only and leader-filter join procedures. A highly significant improve-

ment can be attained when the leader-filter join procedure is used, with high filtering

threshold values
§©¨

0.5. This reflects that limiting the set of neighbors of a group

seeker to participate in the group finding process is an effective way for alleviating the

local communication traffic, especially in medium and high population density envi-

ronments.
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Figure 6.6: Communication overhead with different join procedures.

The impact on the number of group location update messages to the server with

different join procedures is investigated, since they involve the use of expensive uplink

channel. The restricted choice of joining groups may impact the number of groups

formed and hence the number of group location update messages. As in Section 6.3.1,

we compare GBL with individual-based plain dead-reckoning (pdr) location update

method with our join procedures and the results are depicted in Figure 6.7. From the

figure, leader-only and leader-filter (with
§

=0.1 and 0.3) join procedures create only

minimal negative impact on the number of group location update messages. By choos-

ing a high filtering threshold, there is an increase in the number of location update

messages to the location server in our GBL scheme. The individual-based approach
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outperforms the GBL scheme when
§~}����4�

. GBL only begins to outperform the

individual-based in high host population environments when
§�}����.�

. However, there

is only a little reduction in the number ofGROUP INFO messages, as depicted in

Figure 6.6. This is because with a high filtering threshold, the number of neighbors

eligible to participate in the group finding process will be smaller. There is a lower

chance for a group seeker to find a suitable group for joining and the group seeker

may then form a singleton group. The higher the value of
§
, the more stringent the re-

striction in the group finding process. Thus, the number of singleton groups increases,

which induces an increase in the number of group location update messages to the

server.
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Figure 6.7: Performance of GBL with different join procedures.

From Figure 6.7, it is not difficult to observe that the number of group location

update messages increases with the new join procedures (see Section 4.3.2), and this is

due to the formation of more singleton groups. To verify this observation, we measure

the number of singleton groups at each moment, as well as the total number of groups.

The results on the average number of groups are depicted in Figure 6.8. There is a

higher number of singleton groups formed with a higher filtering threshold for leader-

filter join procedure, and all our new join procedures generate more singleton groups

than the basic scheme. This is because the sole members in those singleton groups ex-

perience difficulty in finding suitable group for joining because of the tight restriction

with a high filtering threshold in the leader-filter join procedure. It is also interesting

to note that the total number of groups for the new join procedures even suffers from
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a further increase than the number of singleton groups. This is due to the fact that

as the chance of forming singleton groups increases as explained in Figure 6.7, these

singleton groups may coalesce into groups of size of two. As a result, there are more

groups with a smaller group size formed, since there is a higher chance for a singleton

group missing the chance to join another non-singleton group. Furthermore, it can be

observed from Figure 6.8 that the average group size for leader-filter join procedure

with a high filtering threshold (
§ } ��� �

) grows from 1.32 with 10 mobile hosts to 3.14

with 250 mobile hosts, whereas this size grows from 2.21 to 3.58 for the basic join

procedure. Thus, the performance gap between these join procedures narrows with a

higher host population.
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Figure 6.8: Number of groups and singleton groups.

To further evaluate the impact on overhead generated by singleton groups (created

due to bad location or aggressive filtering) as compared with those generated by normal

group membership change (created due to host movement from one group to another),

we measure the number of leave events. The number of leave events will define a

lower bound on the total number of group finding messages. The ineffectiveness of

group formation, manifested in the form of singleton groups, can be studied with the

find/leave ratioor F/L ratio, which is defined as the ratio ofFIND GROUP message

count to leave event count. The higher value this ratio is, the more singleton groups

contribute to generatingFIND GROUP messages.

Figure 6.9 illustrates the effect with respect to the ratio with different join proce-

dures. In general, the ratio is high in low population density environment and drops to
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a stable level with median to high population density. When the leader-filter join pro-

cedure is applied and the filtering threshold value becomes higher, the ratio increases

and becomes higher than other join procedures in different host population environ-

ments. More singleton groups are created, as shown in Figure 6.8. The significant

increase in F/L ratio happens because many mobile hosts are experiencing difficulty

in finding a group to join and are forming singleton groups, thereby running the group

finding process periodically, often in vain. This is manifested as a low leave count, a

high FIND GROUP message count, and hence a high F/L ratio. In other cases, the

probability to find a group with more than one host is relatively higher. The leave

count increases and theFIND GROUP message count decreases so that the F/L ra-

tio becomes smaller even at the same low host population. Even though the F/L ratio

in high filtering threshold leader-filter join procedure is higher than other join proce-

dures in low population environments, there is a general trend that the F/L ratio drops

and becomes stable in medium to high host population environments. The reason is

that the proportion of singleton groups becomes smaller as the mobile host population

increases.
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Figure 6.9: Performance of different join procedures with respect to F/L ratio.

To study the performance of the GBL scheme from the view of all mobile hosts,

both short-range and long-range communication costs must be taken into account. In

particular, we are interested in the consolidated performance for the whole system,

through a cost function measuring the aggregated cost,
ç }éèëêíìïîðêòñóèõôöì÷îøô

, where
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èëê
and

èõô
are the costs of a short-range message interaction in the ad hoc network

and the cost of sending a long-range message through the uplink channel respectively,

while
îöê

and
îøô

are the number of short-range messages and long-range messages

respectively. It is assumed that
èõôúùûèõê

and the cost in broadcasting a short-range

message is the same as the cost in unicasting a short-range message and that the cost

of sending a message is constant. We defineü } ýÿþý�� to be the global/local cost ratio.

Thus,
ç } è ô���� �� ñóîðô��

. Without loss of generality, we could assume that
èõô

is of unit

cost, since it reflects the cost of standard individual-based location update scheme. The

aggregated cost
ç

at a client population of 250 with varying global/local cost ratioü is

depicted in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: Consolidated cost of GBL with different join procedures.

In Figure 6.10, it is obvious that the cost for individual-based scheme remains

constant, since it involves no local message. In the basic join procedure, there is a

large number of local messages generated, thus resulting in a high aggregated cost for

the mobile hosts, though the load at the location server decreases, with a reduction of

the number group location update messages to the server. When the leader-only or

leader-filter join procedure is applied, the aggregated cost for mobile hosts decreases

and the two improved GBL schemes outperform individual-based approach starting

from a medium low to high cost ratio respectively. In the leader-filter join procedure,

the breakeven point is at a lower cost ratioü with a higher filtering threshold,
§ } ��� �

.

However, the individual-based approach outperforms the GBL when
§�} ���.�

and
§ }
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��� �
. It is because the increase of the number of singleton groups leads to the increase

of local communication overhead by periodic execution of group finding process for

those singleton groups. On the other hand, a low value of
§

is not effective in doing the

filtering. Thus, the value of filtering threshold
§

could not be too high or too low, in

order to get the most benefit of the leader-filter join procedure. Hereafter, the filtering

threshold value will be set to 0.5 as the default value in other experiments, because the

GBL scheme yield the best performance when
§ } ���§�

.

6.3.3 Performance on GBL with Leader Maintenance

We conduct simulation to investigate two different leadership maintenance approaches

in addressing the leadership maintenance problem. The first one is a straightforward

extension of our clustering algorithm for group formation (see Section 4.1), with re-

execution (hereinafter referred to asre-run cluster algorithm). Whenever a leader

departs from a group, all members become leaderless members, not belonging to any

group. The clustering algorithm will then be invoked to form groups among those

leaderless members. The second one is the leadership maintenance scheme as dis-

cussed in Chapter 5. In this approach, two different variants in maintaining member-

neighbor connectivity are studied. The first variant is a straightforward realization

of our leadership maintenance scheme (called thebasic scheme). The conservative

member-neighbor renewal strategy is adopted and no renewal information is piggy-

backed in group location update messages. The second one is an improvement on the

leader maintenance scheme, in which a relaxed member-neighbor renewal strategy is

adopted and piggybacking technique is employed. This is called theimproved scheme

(see Section 5.1).

In this section, we remove the assumption that a leader is allowed to move freely

only around its group center. In other words, all mobile hosts can really move freely

according to the random waypoint movement model [29] within the defined region

(see Table 6.1). Other parameter settings are as follows. The drop factor,ì , is initially
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set to 2.0. The drop factor bounds areìbíïî�ð } ��� �
and ìñíïò � }ôó ��õ �

. The inner circle

radius ö�ò is 0.7 times of the ranger. The two factors in determining the degree of

affinity carry equal weights, i.e.,÷ }ùø } ��� �
. The secondary leadership score is also

computed with equal contributions from the degree of affinity and member-neighbor

connectivity, i.e.,úüû } úïý } ���§�
.
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Figure 6.11: Performance of GBL with leadership maintenance.

We studied the impact on the number of expensive uplink group location update

messages to server with two different approaches in leadership maintenance, when

compared with the individual-based location updating scheme. As depicted in Fig-

ure 6.11, the GBL scheme with leader-filter join procedure (see Section 4.3.2), with

filtering threshold value
é } ��� �

, is experimented in these two approaches. This is

because it was shown that it yields a best performance. In Figure 6.11, it is obvious

that the GBL scheme with the two different leadership maintenance approaches are ef-

fective in reducing the number of group update messages to location server in medium

to high host population environments. In particular, our proposed leader maintenance

scheme and its variants outperform the individual-based scheme at a high population

and they consistently outperform the re-run cluster approach. The reduction of update

messages in our scheme stems from the fact that there are more groups formed with

the re-run cluster approach, as depicted in Figure 6.12. Thus, more group location up-

date messages are generated for conveying to the server information about the newly

formed groups after the clustering algorithm has been executed. There are similar per-

formance effects on the number of group location update messages to the server on
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the different variants of our leadership maintenance scheme. We also study the per-

formance effect of the proposed leadership maintenance scheme with the use of the

turnover activation policy (TurnThr= 0.5) and without the policy (TurnThr= 0). As

depicted in Figure 6.11, both experiments yield similar results.
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Figure 6.12: Number of groups and singleton groups.

Figure 6.12 shows the results of the average number of groups and average number

of singleton groups with different host population densities. The average number of

groups and singleton groups decrease with our proposed leader maintenance scheme.

In other words, the group size increases with our leadership maintenance scheme. As

the group size increases, the impact on the join or leave event from a mobile host is

reduced, thus increasing the group stability. The re-run cluster approach induces more

groups and more singleton groups because each member in a group suddenly becomes

an individual leaderless host after the group leader departs from the group. Meanwhile,

fewer group location update messages are generated in our leader maintenance scheme,

thereby alleviating the load of the server. Furthermore, with our leadership mainte-

nance scheme, the duration of leader absence can be minimized. The GBL scheme

is still functioning properly in the course of leadership changeover, without having

to suspend location update activities to server for leadership maintenance through re-

clustering. Thus, GBL scheme with our leader maintenance approach has only a small

impact on updating location information to the location server since there is less time

spent for a primary leader handing over its job to a secondary, when compared with

re-executing the clustering algorithm among those leaderless members.
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From the result, there is little difference in average number of groups and singleton

groups for different variants of our leadership maintenance scheme, except that the im-

proved variant of leadership maintenance scheme with turnover activation policy per-

forms slightly better in terms of average number of groups. Nevertheless, our scheme

does exert a positive impact on the group stability. The group stability increases when

the turnover activation policy is enabled under high population environments.
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Figure 6.13: Consolidated cost of GBL with leadership maintenance.

To study the performance of the GBL scheme from the collective view of all

mobile hosts, both short-range and long-range communication costs should be taken

into account. Recalling from Section 6.3.2, an aggregated cost function is defined as
ç�} èõê ì îöê ñ è ô ì îðô

, where
èõê

and
èõô

are the cost of a short-range message interaction

in the ad hoc network and the cost of sending a long-range message through the up-

link channel respectively, while
îöê

and
îðô

are the number of short-range messages and

long-range messages respectively. With global/local cost ratioü } ý þý � , the aggregated

cost
ç } è ô�� � �� ñ îðô��

. Without loss of generality, we could assume that
èõô

is of unit

cost, since it reflects the cost of standard individual-based location update scheme. The

aggregated cost
ç

at a client population of 250 with varying global/local cost ratioü is

depicted in Figure 6.13.

From Figure 6.13, it is obvious that the cost for the individual-based scheme re-

mains constant, since it involves no local message. However, the cost of all GBL

schemes decreases with increased host population, due to the increasing ease of group

formation for the aggregated reporting effect. Thus, all GBL schemes are perform-
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ing better than the individual-based scheme at a high cost ratio, but they worsen with

lower cost ratio. It is interesting to note that only at the lowest cost ratio will the re-run

cluster approach outperform the basic variant of the proposed leadership maintenance

scheme, which is already the worst among other variants. This is because more mes-

sage exchanges between mobile hosts are required in the clustering algorithm and more

messages are generated for group location update. In executing clustering algorithm,

host interaction is involved in electing a leader for a new group and joining the group

by the members. However, in our approach, host interaction is reduced by embed-

ding secondary leader selection information in both local location update and group

location update messages, increasing leader’s member-neighbor relationship renewal

frequency by piggybacking new valid duration in the group location update messages.

In addition, fewer message exchanges are required in the turnover procedure. The re-

duction in the group update message count to the server also contributes in reducing

the aggregated cost. As a result, the straightforward approach of re-running clustering

algorithm is not that effective, though it is still better than the individual-based scheme

at high host population.

In comparison among the different variants of our leadership maintenance scheme,

it can be observed that the basic variant is consistently the worst and the improved

variant with turnover activation policy disabled performs marginally better than the

improved variant with turnover activation policy enabled. The technique of piggy-

backing renewal messages in group location update messages and relaxing member-

neighbor strategy does produce positive effect to our leadership maintenance scheme.

However, there is a slight increase in aggregated cost when the turnover activation pol-

icy is enabled, though there is also a slight increase in group stability as depicted in

Figure 6.12. This is a tradeoff to be considered between the group stability and the

aggregated cost.
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Chapter 7

Group-based Data Management

Scheme

Conventionally, querying data is accomplished by a mobile host issuing a point-to-

point query to the server independently. It can be treated asindividual-based approach,

as mentioned in Chapter 1. Each mobile host does not have knowledge about the

queries issued from the mobile hosts nearby. Similar query requests would be gener-

ated, which can be treated as “almost” duplicated messages. There is a high chance for

the mobile hosts in vicinity to generate data queries for similar data items, especially in

location-dependent applications. For example, different mobile hosts might well ask

for the nearest restaurants with different price ranges in a consumer guidance mobile

application. To alleviate this problem, group-based paradigm could be applied and

this leads us to the design of the group-based data management (GBD) scheme. That

means a set of query requests can be collected within a group and those requests would

be consolidated before sending to the databases server. As a result, the number of ex-

pensive uplink query messages to the server could be further reduced. In the example

above, those queries about nearest restaurants could be consolidated to a single query

message within a group before being sent to the stationary server. In automotive traffic

information system, drivers nearby often query about similar traffic information, e.g.
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drivers may ask for traffic reports in the areas farther away from their current location

along the road, such as 100� to 250� for a driver and 200� to 400� for another

driver. These queries that are within a group could be consolidated as a single query

to stationary server for the required information by using the GBD scheme.

As the goal of group-based data management scheme is to reduce the uplink fre-

quency in querying data, there are two major issues that are important for the effec-

tiveness of the scheme, in addition to fundamental issues such as group formation and

group management in group-based paradigm. The first issue is the query consolidation

procedure, which aims at consolidating members’ query requests for reducing uplink

traffic. A straightforward approach is that the leader concatenates all the queries re-

ceived from members over a period of time and sends a single message to the server.

However, this results in a large-size message for the query message because the final

consolidated query message can be very long, by appending each query to the mes-

sage. An effective query consolidation procedure should be provided. The second

issue is the query listening period, which is the time period for a group leader waiting

for the queries from members before the leader sends a consolidated query message to

the server. It could not be too long or too short. If it is too long, a member has to wait

for longer to get back the answer of its issued query; in turn the query response time

increases. If it is too short, more uplink messages will be sent to the server and long-

range communication cost will increase. This leads to a tradeoff between the query

listening period and the query response time, in turn a tradeoff between the query-

ing cost and the query response time. To realize our group-based data management

scheme, we propose a query consolidation procedure and a dynamic query listening

period calculation method for addressing these two issues.
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7.1 Group-based Data Management Model

In this section, we are going to formulate the system model for the group-based data

management scheme. Mobile hosts in the environment form groups under our pro-

posed group-based model (see Chapter 3). Group management and leadership main-

tenance strategies for group-based mobile environment could be found in Chapters 4

and 5. Semi-hybrid data accessing mechanism is assumed. In other words, hot data

items are disseminated by data broadcasting. When there is a query from a user that

cannot be answered by the data items from broadcast, a point-to-point query request is

triggered to remote server according to the GBD scheme. Remote server then sched-

ules the requested cold data items to be disseminated to all hosts over another broadcast

downlink channel.

As shown in Figure 7.1, mobile hosts are clustered into a set of groups, by exe-

cuting group formation algorithm at system activation. When there are data requests

from members in a group that could not be answered from the data broadcast, they

issue queries to their group leader for query consolidation. Those queries sent from

the members to the group leader are termed asmember queries. Leader will wait for a

time period, termed asquery listening period, for collecting and consolidating member

queries. After the query listening period, the leader sends a consolidated data request

to the servers. The answer of the request will then be replied through another broad-

cast channel. Both the leader and the members that have generated member queries

will listen to the data broadcast. Indexing in data broadcast is assumed for reducing

the time a mobile host spent listening in active mode for energy saving. The interested

parties could check for the data index to be broadcast in the broadcast channel and turn

to active mode when the required data item arrives.

The group-based data management scheme is based on relational data model. We

consider an
î
-ary base relation,

�
, in the database. Range queries will be issued

from mobile hosts for selecting entire tuples from the database satisfying the condi-

tioning attribute in each query and its range. For example, a mobile host may want to
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know about the hotel information with the price range between HK$500 and HK$1000,

but unwilling to spend a four-digit amount. The host will generate a SQL-like query

from the mobile application as:select * from Hotel where price � 500 and price
� 1000. In query processing, each SQL-like query will be formulated as another

query expression:� ö������������ î , ���$��ö���������� , ����� �¡� î£¢ î ���xö , �¤� î , �¥��¦ , � î£§¨¢ î ���xö¡©«ª , where

ö¬��������®� î and �¨�$��ö��®���¯��� specify the relation in the database to be requested and the

selection attribute of the query respectively. The range of the query is bounded by

the �¤� î and �¥�¨¦ values (�¤� î±° �¥�¨¦ ), and ��� �¡� î²¢ î ���xö and � î£§¨¢ î ���xö indicate the

inclusive equality or exclusive equality of the�¤� î value and the�¥��¦ value respec-

tively. If the �¤� î value of a query is inclusive,��� �¡� î²¢ î ���xö is set to ‘[’ in the query

expression. Otherwise,��� �¡� î£¢ î ���xö is set to ‘(’ in the expression. Similarly, if the

�¥�¨¦ value of a query is inclusive,� î£§³¢ î ���xö is ‘]’ in the query expression. Otherwise,

� î´§¨¢ î ���xö is ‘)’ in the expression. Note that if�¤� î } �¥�¨¦ , the query is meaningful

only when both equalities are inclusive. The query expression mentioned above is a

logical representation of a query. When a query is being transmitted, a more compact

physical representation is possible. A bit is sufficient for�µ� �¡� î£¢ î ���xö and � î´§¨¢ î ���xö to

indicate whether the�¤� î and �¥�¨¦ values in a query are inclusive or not. Recalling

from our example, the query expression for the SQL-like query will be transformed as

��¶·��������¸º¹ ö�� è ��¸»�½¼�¸ � � � ¸ ó � � � ¸ � ©�ª . There are two functions that return the��� �¡� î²¢ î ���xö
and � î´§¨¢ î ���xö values of a query. The��� �¡� î²¢ î ���xö ��¾ � function that takes a query as

the parameter returns the value either ‘(’ or ‘[’ according to the��� �¡� î£¢ î ���xö value of

the query. The� î£§³¢ î ���xö ��¾ � function that takes a query as the parameter returns the

value either ‘)’ or ‘]’ according to the� î´§¨¢ î ���xö value of the query. Enhancement in

supporting projection and other query operations will be considered in our future work.

7.2 Group-based Data Management Scheme

To request data in the GBD scheme, the data requestor will first send the query to its

group leader by a local message, instead of a high cost uplink message to the server.
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Figure 7.1: The GBD system model.

A group leader stores two separate query lists in the GBD scheme:consolidated query

list andoutstanding query list, as depicted in Figure 7.2. A query list contains a set of

non-overlapping queries and each query in the list is termed as aquery element. The

consolidated query list, ã� ý , stores the query elements that are collected and consoli-

dated from the member queries. Those consolidated query list elements are generated

according to the query consolidation procedure. The group leader will record the con-

solidated queries already sent but not yet answered by the server into a query list,

termed asoutstanding query list, ã�åä . The wanted data items in theoutstanding query

list are expected to arrive in the next data broadcast. After the group leader receives

a member query from the requestor, it will perform the query consolidation proce-

dure, which consolidates the received member query with the existingconsolidated

query list, to generate a newconsolidated query list. New expiry time will be adjusted

according to the new query listening period re-evaluated. This new query listening

period is calculated adaptively according to the coverage of the outstanding query list

to the consolidated query list. The detail about query listening period adjustment can

be found in Section 7.2.2.

If the query listening period is up, asupplementary query list, ã� ê , will be gener-

ated by the group leader. A supplementary query list is a query list containing a set of

queries that is extracted from the consolidated query list. Each query element in the

supplementary query list is one of the query segments of a query element in the con-

solidated query list, which is the portion of the query element that could not be covered
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Figure 7.2: Data requesting procedure.

from the query elements in the outstanding query list, as depicted in Figure 7.2. The

supplementary query list will then be sent to the server when the query listening period

expires. After the supplementary query list is sent, the consolidated query list will be

consolidated with the existing outstanding query list to form a new outstanding query

list by the �¥�xö �½� � ã� ý ¸ ã�åä � function (depicted in Figure 7.4). The function takes two

query lists as parameters and is responsible for merging two query lists into a single

query list. In the execution of the merge function, an attempt is made for each query

element' î in query list, ã� ý , to be consolidated with every query element')( in another

query list, ã�åä , by applying the procedure
è � î+* ���� § �¨��� � ' î�¸ ã�åä � (see Section 7.2.1 and Fig-

ure 7.5). The detail about the data querying procedure involved in the GBD scheme is

depicted in Figure 7.3. On the other hand, when the leader receives data items from the

server, the outstanding query list will be updated, as discussed in Section 7.2.3. The

procedure depicted in Figure 7.3 is only executed within those non-singleton groups.

For a singleton group that involves only a single member, i.e., the sole leader, in the

group, the queries generated by the leader will be sent to the server directly. No query

consolidation is required.

7.2.1 Query Consolidation Procedure

In query consolidation, as depicted in Figure 7.5, the query consolidation module tries

to consolidate the member query with each query element in the consolidated query list

ã� ý . The operation for consolidating two queries' î and ',( is denoted as' î.- ')( , where
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Procedure / î#0¤î 1�ä32547698�15:<; :
// executed when leader receives1 :
1. if =ô?>A@CB

then

setconsolidation start time(see Section 7.2.3) to the current time and timing starts

end if

2. Consolidate1 : with the consolidated query list=ôD> , by invoking ýFE � ê E ô ò / î#0�2G8�1 :IH =ô?> ; (see Section 7.2.1)

3. Adjust the query listening period, according to the query listening period adjustment policy (see Section 7.2.2)

4. if timeout (according to the new query listening period and the start time of query consolidation)then

send the supplementary query list containing all the segments in=ô > that is not overlapped with=ô�J to server

=ô JLK íM2�47N#2#8 =ôD> H =ô J ;
clear the consolidated query list,=ô?> K B

end if

Figure 7.3: Data querying procedure.

Function íI254ON 2G8 =ô?P H =ôDQ ; :
1. =ôDR�S :UT K =ôDQ
2. for each query element1 S in =ô P doýFE � ê E ô ò / îG0�2#8�1 S H =ô R�S :UT ;

end for

3. return =ôDR�S :UT
Figure 7.4: Merge function for query lists.

operator- is a binary operator, which takes two queries as operands. The output after

the operation is a single query, say' 4 , with selection attribute on a single interval. As

depicted in Figure 7.6, in total there will be 4 possible scenarios in the relationship

between two queries involved in the operation, which leads to different' 4 . To simplify

our discussion of different cases to be considered in consolidating two queries, let us

define the ordering on ‘(’, ‘[’, ‘)’, ’]’ so that ‘[’ � ‘(’, ‘)’ � ‘]’, ‘[’ = ‘[’, ‘(’ = ‘(’, ‘)’

= ‘)’ and ‘]’ = ‘]’, as defined in Definitions 1 and 2. Based on these two definitions,

comparators
°

and V can be defined intuitively (see Definition 3).

Definition 1 For two queriesW î and W ( , X�Y�Z\[�]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW î,gIh X
Y"Z\[F]_^\]ba7Y9cidfW ( g iff X�Y"Z\[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW îjg+k
‘[’ lmX�Y�Zn[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW ( gok ‘(’ . Similarly, Y"]_pn^`]ba�Y"cedfW î)gqh Y9]_p\^\]ba7Y9cidfW ( g iff Y"]_p\^\]ba7Y9cedfW î)gok ‘)’

lmY9]_p\^`]ba�Y"cedfW ( gLk ‘]’ .

Definition 2 For two queriesW î and W ( , X�Y�Z\[�]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW î,g+k X
Y"Z\[F]_^\]ba7Y9cidfW ( g iff drX�Y"Z\[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW îjgLk
‘(’ lsX�Y�Zn[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW ( gtk ‘(’ gvu drX�Y�Z\[F]_^\]ba7Y9cedfW î gwk ‘[’ lsX�Y�Z\[F]_^\]ba7Y9cedfW î gwk ‘[’ g . Simi-
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Query consolidation procedure for a query 1�: consolidated into a query list =ô
Input parameter: query1 :
Input/output parameter: query list=ô
Procedure ýFE � ê E ô ò / îG0�2#8�1 :oH =ô ; :
1. =ôDR�S :UT K B
2. 1 > K 1 :
3. for each query element1 S in =ô do

if ( íïî�ðj8�1 > ;yx í ò � 8�1 S ; ) or

( íïî�ðj8�1 > ; @ í ò � 8�1 S ; and 2 � /Gz � 0�2�4
8�1 > ; @ ‘)’ and
( 25N�ò � z � 0�254 8�1 S ; @ ‘(’) then

// early termination (=ô is sorted in ascending order according toí î�ð value of each query element)

break

end if

if 1 >|{ 1 S<}@CB
then1 > K 1 >y~ 1 S

else if ( í ò � 8�1 > ; @ íïîvðj8�1 S ; ) and not(
( 25N�ò � z � 0�254
8�1 > ; @ ‘(’ and 2 � /Gz � 0�2�4
8�1 S ; @ ‘)’) then

// two queries have no intersection but1 S is consecutive to1 >1 > K 1 >y~ 1 S
else if ( íïî�ðj8�1 > ; @ í ò � 8�1 S ; ) and not(

( 25N�ò � z � 0�254
8�1 S ; @ ‘(’ and 2 � /Gz � 0�254 8�1 > ; @ ‘)’) then

// two queries have no intersection but1 > is consecutive to1 S1 > K 1 > ~ 1 S
else

=ôDR�S :UT K =ôDR�S :UT_���O1 S��
end for

4. =ô K =ô R�S :UT �M�O1 >O�
Figure 7.5: Query consolidation procedure.

larly, Y"]_p\^\]ba7Y9cedfW î)g�k Y9]_p\^\]ba7Y9cidfW ( g iff drY9]_p\^`]ba�Y"cedfW îjg�k ‘)’ l�Y9]_p\^\]ba7Y9cidfW ( g�k ‘)’ g�u
drY9]_p\^\]ba7Y9cidfW î,g+k ‘]’ lmY9]_p\^`]ba�Y"cedfW î,g+k ‘]’ g .

Definition 3 For two queriesW î and W ( , X�Y�Z\[�]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW î gI� X
Y"Z\[F]_^\]ba7Y9cidfW ( g iff X�Y"Z\[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW î gIh
X�Y"Z\[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW ( gou X�Y�Z\[F]_^\]ba7Y9cedfW î g�k X�Y"Z\[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW ( g , while Y"]_p\^\]ba7Y9cedfW î g�� Y9]_p\^\]ba7Y9cidfW ( g
iff Y"]_pn^`]ba�Y"cedfW î)gIh Y9]_p\^\]ba7Y9cidfW ( gAu Y"]_p\^\]ba7Y9cedfW î)gLk Y9]_p\^`]ba�Y"cedfW ( g . In addition, X
Y"Z\[F]_^\]ba7Y9cidfW î,gI�
X�Y"Z\[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW ( g iff �qdrX�Y"Z\[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW îjgIh X�Y�Z\[�]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW ( g�g , while Y9]_p\^`]ba�Y"cedfW î,gI� Y"]_pn^`]ba�Y"cedfW ( g
iff �qdrY"]_pn^`]ba�Y"cedfW î)g�h Y"]_pn^`]ba�Y"cedfW ( g�g .

The detail for a member query' í being consolidated with a query element' 2 , i.e.,

' í�- ' 2 , is as follows:

Scenario 1: there is no overlapping between the member query and the query ele-

ment, which means that there is no intersection between two queries on the selection
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Figure 7.6: Possible scenarios in consolidating two queries.

attribute. There is no overlapping between two queries when�¥��¦I· ' í¹¸ � �¤�Oº�· ' 2�¸ , or

�¤�Oºq· ' í¹¸¼» �¥��¦I· ' 2"¸ , where�¤�Oº�· ¾ ¸ and �¥��¦I· ¾ ¸ are functions for returning the mini-

mum bound of a query and the maximum bound of a query respectively. In addition,

two queries do not overlap even when�¤�5ºq· ' 2"¸¾½ �¥��¦I· ' í¿¸ , if ��� �¡�Oº ¢ º ���xöÀ· ' 2"¸ = ‘(’

and �jº §¨¢ º²���xöA· ' í¹¸ = ‘)’. Similarly, there is no intersection even when�¤�Oºq· ' í¹¸Á½
�¥�¨¦I· ' 2�¸ , if �µ� �¡�5º ¢ º²���xöA· ' í¹¸�½ ‘(’ and �jº §¨¢ º²���xöA· ' 2
¸ = ‘)’. In all these cases, no single

consolidated query can exactly covers both' í and ' 2 . We will say that the result of

the ' í�- ' 2 operation isundefined.

On the other hand, two queries may have no intersection but are consecutive. This

occurs when�¤�Oº�· ' îj¸Â½ �¥��¦I· ')( ¸ , but ��� �¡�Oº ¢ º²���xöA· ' îj¸ = ‘(’ and �jº §¨¢ º²���xöA· ')( ¸ = ‘]’,

or �µ� �¡�5º ¢ º²���xöA· ' îj¸ = ‘[’ and �jº §³¢ º ���xöÀ· ',( ¸ = ‘)’, where ' î and ')( can be instantiated

to ' í and ' 2 respectively, or' 2 and ' í respectively. Two consecutive queries will be

consolidated with the result range from the minimum of')( to the maximum of' î , i.e.,

' î�- ',( ½ ��ö������������\º , ���$��ö������¯��� , ����� �¡�Oº ¢ º²���xöA· ',( ¸ , �¤�5ºq· ')( ¸ , �¥�¨¦I· ' îj¸ , �jº §¨¢ º ���xöÀ· ' î,¸�©�ª .
For discrete range queries the notion of consecutive query range is quite intuitive,

and this can be modeled in the same way as above, by transforming, for example,

an inclusive maximum bound into an exclusive maximum bound by the increment of

maximum bound value by 1 before query consolidation. Ã
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Scenario 2: the member query and the query element are partially overlapped. There

are two situations involved in this scenario. In the first situation, a query segment of

the member query on its “minimum” side does not overlap with the query element; the

result of ' íÄ- ' 2 will be ��ö���������®�`º , ���$��ö��®���¯��� , ����� �½�5º ¢ º²���xöA· ' í¹¸ , �¤�5ºq· ' í¹¸ , �¥��¦I· ' 2"¸ ,
�jº §¨¢ º²���xöA· ' 2�¸�©�ª . There are a number of cases belonging to the first situation, as fol-

lows:

Å�Æ [F]odfW í�gMh Æ [F]odfW 2 g and Æ [�]odfW 2 gMh ÆÈÇnÉ dfW í�gMh ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2
g ,
Å�Æ [F]odfW í gMh Æ [F]odfW 2 g and Æ [�]odfW 2 gMh ÆÈÇnÉ dfW í gLk ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2 g and

Y9]_p\^`a�Y"cedfW í¹gIh Y"]_pn^`a�Y"cedfW 2�g ,
Å�Æ [F]odfW í gMh Æ [F]odfW 2 g and ÆÈÇnÉ dfW í g+k Æ [F]odfW 2 g and Y9]_p\^`]ba�Y"cedfW í gLk ‘]’ and

X�Y�Zn[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW 2 gLk ‘[’,

Å�Æ [F]odfW í�gLk Æ [F]odfW 2 g and Æ [�]odfW 2 gMh ÆÈÇnÉ dfW í�gMh ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2
g and

X�Y�Zn[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW í gIh X�Y�Z\[F]_^\]ba7Y9cedfW 2 g ,
Å�Æ [F]odfW í�gLk Æ [F]odfW 2 g and ÆÈÇnÉ dfW í�g+k ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2�g and

X�Y�Zn[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW í¹gIh X�Y�Z\[F]_^\]ba7Y9cedfW 2
g and Y"]_pn^`]ba�Y"cedfW í�gIh Y9]_p\^\]ba7Y9cidfW 2
g
In the second situation, a query segment of the member query on its “maximum”

side does not overlap with the query element; the result of' íÄ- ' 2 will be ��ö������������\º ,

�¨�$��ö��®���¯��� , ����� �¡�Oº ¢ º ���xöÀ· ' 2
¸ , �¤�Oºq· ' 2�¸ , �¥�¨¦I· ' í¹¸ , �jº §¨¢ º²���xöA· ' íÊ¸�©�ª . The cases that be-

longing to the second situation are as follows:

Å�ÆÈÇnÉ dfW í gMË ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2 g and Æ [F]odfW 2 gMh Æ [F]odfW í gMh ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2 g ,
Å�ÆÈÇnÉ dfW íÊgMË ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2�g and Æ [F]odfW 2
gLk Æ [F]odfW íÊgMh ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2 g and

X�Y�Zn[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW 2�gMh X�Y�Z\[�]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW í�g ,
Å�ÆÈÇnÉ dfW íÊgMË ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2�g and Æ [F]odfW íÊgLk ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2 g and Y"]_pn^`]ba�Y"cedfW 2
g+k ‘]’ and

X�Y�Zn[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW í¹g+k ‘[’,

Å�ÆÈÇnÉ dfW íÊgLk ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2�g and Æ [F]odfW 2
gMh Æ [F]odfW íÊgMh ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2 g and

Y9]_p\^`]ba�Y"cedfW 2�gIh Y"]_pn^`]ba�Y"cedfW í�g ,
Å�ÆÈÇnÉ dfW íÊgLk ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2�g and Æ [F]odfW íÊgLk Æ [F]odfW 2
g and

X�Y�Zn[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW 2�gMh X�Y�Z\[�]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW í�g and Y"]_pn^`]ba�Y"cedfW 2 gMh Y9]_p\^\]ba7Y9cidfW íÊg
Ã
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Scenario 3: the data range of the incoming member query totally covers the existing

query element. In this scenario, the result member query will be the incoming member

query, i.e.,' íÌ- ' 2¾½ ' í . Note that, in the last two cases, they are meaningful only

when both equalities in' 2 are inclusive. The cases belonging to this scenario are as

follows:

Å�Æ [F]odfW í�gMh Æ [F]odfW 2 g and ÆÈÇnÉ dfW í�gIË ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2�g ,
Å�Æ [F]odfW í�gMh Æ [F]odfW 2 g and Æ [�]odfW 2 gMh ÆÈÇnÉ dfW í�gLk ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2
g and

Y9]_p\^`a�Y"cedfW í¹gI� Y"]_pn^`a�Y"cedfW 2�g ,
Å�ÆÈÇnÉ dfW íÊgMË ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2�g and Æ [F]odfW 2
gLk Æ [F]odfW íÊgMh ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2 g and

X�Y�Zn[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW 2�gM� X�Y�Z\[�]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW í�g ,
Å�Æ [F]odfW í�gLk Æ [F]odfW 2 g and ÆÈÇnÉ dfW í�g+k ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2�g and

X�Y�Zn[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW í¹gI� X�Y�Z\[F]_^\]ba7Y9cedfW 2
g and Y"]_pn^`]ba�Y"cedfW 2 gM� Y9]_p\^\]ba7Y9cidfW íÊg ,
Å�Æ [F]odfW í�gLk Æ [F]odfW 2 gLk ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2�g and X�Y�Zn[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW í�gok ‘[’,

Å�ÆÈÇnÉ dfW í gLk ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2 g+k Æ [F]odfW 2 g and Y"]_pn^`]ba�Y"cedfW í gok ‘]’

Ã
Scenario 4: the data range of the existing member query is entirely covered by the

query element. In this scenario, the result member query will be the query element,

i.e., ' íÍ- ' 2.½ ' 2 . In the last two cases, they are meaningful only when both equalities

in ' í are inclusive. The cases belonging to this scenario are as follows:

Å�Æ [F]odfW 2
gIh Æ [F]odfW í�g and ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2 gMË ÆÈÇnÉ dfW íÊg ,
Å�Æ [F]odfW 2
gIh Æ [F]odfW í�g and Æ [�]odfW í�gIh ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2�gLk ÆÈÇnÉ dfW íÊg and

Y9]_p\^`a�Y"cedfW 2�gM� Y9]_p\^`a�Y"cedfW íÊg ,
Å�ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2�gIË ÆÈÇnÉ dfW í¹g and Æ [F]odfW íÊgLk Æ [F]odfW 2
gMh ÆÈÇnÉ dfW í�g and

X�Y�Zn[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW í¹gI� X�Y�Z\[F]_^\]ba7Y9cedfW 2
g ,
Å�Æ [F]odfW 2
g+k Æ [F]odfW í�g and ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2 gLk ÆÈÇnÉ dfW íÊg and

X�Y�Zn[F]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW 2�gM� X�Y�Z\[�]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW í�g and Y"]_pn^`]ba�Y"cedfW í�gI� Y9]_p\^\]ba7Y9cidfW 2
g ,
Å�Æ [F]odfW 2
g+k Æ [F]odfW í�gLk ÆÈÇnÉ dfW íÊg and X�Y�Z\[�]_^`]ba�Y"cedfW 2
gok ‘[’,

Å�ÆÈÇnÉ dfW 2 g+k ÆÈÇnÉ dfW í g+k Æ [F]odfW í g and Y"]_pn^`]ba�Y"cedfW 2 gok ‘]’
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Ã
Note that when the member query and the query element are exactly covered by

each other, i.e., two queries have the same�¤�5º , �¥�¨¦ , ��� �½�5º ¢ º²���xö and �jº §¨¢ º ���xö val-

ues, that fall within both Scenario 3 and 4. All these cases could be subsumed into

either one of scenarios.

In the execution of the query consolidation procedure for an incoming member

query ' í to the consolidated query listã��Î (i.e., Ï»�`º * ���� § �¨���e· ' í ¸�ã��Î#¸ ), as depicted in Fig-

ure 7.5, there is a temporary query list,ã��0�2�í�Ð , for storing partial results in the execution

of query consolidation procedure. The temporarily consolidated query' Î is initially

assigned as the member query' í . The query' Î is then consolidated with each query

element' 2 contained in the consolidated query list,ã��Î . If there is no overlapping be-

tween the query element' 2 and the partially consolidated query' Î and both queries

are not consecutive with each other, the query element will be put into listã��0�2�í<Ð . Oth-

erwise, both query' Î and query element' 2 will be consolidated into a single query by

the operation' Îo- ' 2 . The query consolidation procedure will continue to consolidate

the partially consolidated query' Î with other query elements inã��Î . After all elements

in the consolidated query list,ã��Î , are examined, the final consolidated query' Î will be

added into the listã��0�2�í�Ð and returned as a new consolidated query list. Please note that

each query list is sorted in ascending order according to the�¥��¦ value in the query

range of each query element in the list. The purpose is for the correct execution for the

query consolidation procedure and the supplementary query list generation discussed

in the later sections. In addition, execution efficiency of those procedures could be

improved because the procedures could be terminated earlier by eliminating the need

of examining unrelated query elements.

Example #1:Considering a single relation database that contains the hotel information

and an existing consolidated query list which contains elements�½� Hotel, price, � [,
400, 600,] ©�ªµ© , a new member query is received with the expression� Hotel, price,

� [,200, 500,] ©�ª . Since there is only one element in the consolidated query list, the
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new member query is to be consolidated with the element. According to the query

consolidation procedure, the member query just received will be consolidated with

the element by checking for its overlap with the query element. As the relationship

between the member query and query element fits in Scenario 2, the result query list

after consolidation will be� Hotel, price, � [, 200, 600,] ©�ª . Ñ
Example #2: Suppose that the existing consolidated query list contains elements

�½� Hotel, price, � [,300, 400,] ©�ª , � Hotel, price, � [,500, 600,] ©�ª , � Hotel, price, � [,900,

1000,] ©�ª�© . The group leader receives a member query' íÒ½ � Hotel, price, � [,200,

500,] ©�ª . By performing query consolidation procedure,' í is consolidated with the

elements in the existing consolidated query list. The result query list after query con-

solidation will be �½� Hotel, price, � [,200, 600,] ©�ª , � Hotel, price, � [,900, 1000,] ©�ª�© .
The detail for executing the query consolidation procedure for the member query' í
in this example is depicted in Figure 7.7. Ñ
Example #3: Suppose that the existing consolidated query list contains elements

�½� Hotel, price, � [, 400, 600,] ©�ªµ© , a new member query is received with the expres-

sion � Hotel, price, � (,600, 700,] ©�ª . Since there is only one element in the consol-

idated query list, the new member query just received will be consolidated with the

element by checking for its overlap with the query element in the execution of the

query consolidation procedure. It is found that two queries do not overlap but are

consecutive. As the relationship between the member query and query element fits

in Scenario 1, the result query list after consolidation will be� Hotel, price, � [, 400,

700,] ©�ª . Ñ

7.2.2 Query Listening Period Adjustment

After the new consolidated query list is generated, the query listening period will be

adjusted, according to the coverage of the outstanding query list to the new consoli-

dated query list. The basic idea of query listening period adjustment is to have a basic

listening period for collecting and consolidating a reasonable amount of queries from
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Existing consolidated query list:ÓÔ Î k�ÕnÖ Hotel, price, Õ [,300, 400,] ×,Ø , Ö Hotel, price, Õ [,500, 600,] ×,Ø ,
Ö Hotel, price, Õ [,900, 1000,] ×,Ø#×

Upon receiving member query,W í : Ö Hotel, price, Õ [,200, 500,] ×,Ø
Executing the query consolidation procedure:

Initialization: W ÎoÙ W"ÚÓÔ 0�2 Ú Ð¼kÜÛ , W ÎokÝÖ Hotel, price, Õ [,200, 500,] ×,Ø
After 1st round: W Î consolidated withW 2#ÞIkßÖ Hotel, price, Õ [,300, 400,] ×,ØÓÔ 0�2 Ú Ð¼kÜÛ , W ÎokÝÖ Hotel, price, Õ [,200, 500,] ×,Ø
After 2nd round: W Î consolidated withW 2Oà kßÖ Hotel, price, Õ [,500, 600,] ×,ØÓÔ 0�2 Ú Ð¼kÜÛ , W ÎokÝÖ Hotel, price, Õ [,200, 600,] ×,Ø
After 3rd round: W Î�á W 2IkÜÛ , whereW 25â�kßÖ Hotel, price, Õ [,900, 1000,] ×,ØÓÔ 0�2 Ú Ð¼k�ÕnÖ Hotel, price, Õ [,900, 1000,] ×,Ø#× ,

W ÎokÝÖ Hotel, price, Õ [,200, 600,] ×,Ø
After the query consolidation procedure:ÓÔ Îok�ÕnÖ Hotel, price, Õ [,200, 600,] ×,Ø , Ö Hotel, price, Õ [,900, 1000,] ×,Ø#×

Figure 7.7: Execution of query consolidation procedure in Example #2.

group members. If it is found that a high proportion of the consolidated query list

could be covered by the outstanding query list stored in the group leader, this signifi-

cant portion of query could be answered in the next data broadcast. Thus, the leader

could adjust to wait for a longer period for collecting more member queries in the next

cycle.

Before discussing the query listening period adjustment, the notion ofcoverage

will be introduced. The coverage is the proportion of consolidated query list covered

by the outstanding query list. To obtain the coverage value for each query element,')ã ,
in a consolidated query list, the sub-lists in the query element that are overlapped with

the query elements in the outstanding query list are determined. Then, the ranges of the

sub-lists are added together and this range total is considered the coverage length,ä315å ,
for this consolidated query element. After the coverage length for every consolidated
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query list element is calculated, they will be summed together as the total coverage

length ä3Îfæ E 0�ç è for the consolidated query list. Meanwhile, the range total of the con-

solidated list,ä =è > , is obtained. The ratioé
>fê,ë R�P7ì
éGíì > will be thecoveragethat a consolidated

query list being covered by an outstanding query list. The coverage value would range

from 0 to 1. As the coverage value increases, it represents a larger portion of con-

solidated query list being covered by the outstanding query list. In other words, the

portion that the supplementary query list is generated out of the consolidated query list

would be smaller. The query listening period could thus be increased for consolidating

more member queries. Since each query element is a range query segment, there is no

overlapping between query elements in a query list. The summation of all the coverage

lengths of all query elements in the consolidated query list should be smaller than the

summation of the range of all query elements in the consolidated query list. To illus-

trate the calculation of coverage, consider Figure 7.8, in which an outstanding query

list contains two query elements',î and ',ï and a consolidated query list contains two

query elements' Þ and ' à . To calculate the coverage for the consolidated query list,

the sub-lists of each query element in the consolidated query list are obtained and their

corresponding coverage lengths are calculated. For the query element' Þ , its coverage

length is 70, i.e.,ä31Gð�½ñ·#ò¯ó|ó¾ôöõyóy¸+÷ø·Où|ó|ó¾ôÝò`únói¸û½ýünó . For the query element' à , its

coverage length is 30, i.e.,ä)15þ�½øù|ÿyóbô¾ù��yóÂ½��yó . Thus, the total coverage lengthä)Îfæ E 0�ç#è
for the consolidated query list is 100. As the range total of the consolidated list is 160,

whereä =è > ½ ·Où|óyóCôÌõ|ói¸ ÷ ·5ùyü|óvôÌù��|ói¸q½Òò¯ÿyó , the coverage isé
>fê,ë R�P7ì
é íì > ½ Þ����Þ���� ½ ó	�¡ÿiùyú .
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Figure 7.8: Coverage calculation.
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Whenever a new member query is received and consolidated, the new coverage for

the new consolidated query list will be calculated. After the new coverage is obtained,

the query listening period is also adjusted accordingly. As a heuristic, the listening

period should be increased when the coverage value becomes higher. Since the in-

crease of coverage value means larger portion of query elements in the consolidation

query list covered by the outstanding query list, this implies that this portion will be

answered sooner or later from the server response. The query listening period can be

adjusted to listen and consolidate more member queries, according to the equation:
L Î4ä9474�2$M)0<½ L ( çON ã ÎQPÍ·#ò<÷�Ïµ�>R¡�TS��¨�½�`¸ , where

L Î4ä9474�2�M,0 is the current query listening period

value while
L ( çON ã Î is a basic listening period value. According to this arrangement,

the value of
L Î4ä9474�2�M,0 will be bounded between

L ( çUN ã Î to ùVP L ( çON ã Î for avoiding large

increase of the query response time of a query by the high value of query listening

period.

Example #4: Continuing with Example #2, the leader stores the consolidated query

list: �½� Hotel, price, � [,300, 400,] ©�ª , � Hotel, price, � [,500, 600,] ©�ª , � Hotel, price,

� [,900, 1000,] ©�ªµ© before receiving the member query' Ú ½ � Hotel, price, � [,200,

500,] ©�ª . Suppose there is an outstanding query list containing a query element:�½� Hotel,

price, � [,800, 950,] ©�ªµ© . The range covered by the outstanding query list in the con-

solidated query list is between 900 and 950 and the total coverage length,ä)Îfæ E 0�ç#è ,
in the consolidated query list is 50. The summation of the ranges of all query ele-

ments isä =è > ½ ·Gò¯óyóyóÈô�W|óyói¸.÷ñ·�Xióyó ô��|óyói¸�÷ ·5ÿyóyóÈô ú|óyói¸Á½Y�yó|ó . The coverage

equals únó/Z��yóyóÌ½ ò[Z|ÿ . Assuming that the basic query listening period is 120s, the

query listening period before consolidating with the new member query' Ú will be

ò`ù|ó * P ·GòC÷Òò\Z|ÿi¸È½ òTXió * . After ' Ú is received and consolidated, the consolidated

query list now contains elements�½� Hotel, price, � [,200, 600,] ©�ª , � Hotel, price,

� [,900, 1000,] ©�ª�© . The range covered by the outstanding query list is unchanged

while the summation of the ranges from all consolidated query list elements is changed

as ä =è > ½ ·5ÿyó|ó ôÝù|óyói¸M÷ ·#òjóyóyó ô]Wyó|ói¸¾½ únóyó . Note that the increase in the summa-

tion value leads to the decrease in the query listening period value. The new coverage
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after consolidating with member query' Ú is now únó/Z ò¯óyó ½ ò[ZUò¯ó and the new query

listening period is adjusted toò`ù|ó * Pö·#ò�÷ ò[Z ò¯ói¸û½ òT�iù * . The query listening period

adjustment for an incoming member query' Ú is visualized in Figure 7.9. Ñ
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Figure 7.9: Query listening period adjustment in Example #4.

7.2.3 Global Query Request

Timing starts when a member query is inserted into an empty consolidated query list as

the first element in the list. The time value will be recorded asÏ»�`º * ���� § �¨�����\º * ���/S � �����¥� ,
�GÎ . The leader will be notified when the query listening period expires, i.e.,º£�>¡wô �GÎû»
L Î4ä9474�2$M)0 . A supplementary query list will be compiled and sent to the server. To gen-

erate the supplementary query list from a consolidated query list, as depicted in Fig-

ure 7.10, each query element in the consolidated query list is compared with the query

elements in the outstanding query list. The query segments from the query element

that are not overlapped with any query element in the outstanding query list will be

inserted into a sub-list. After all non-overlapping query segments for that consolidated

query list element are discovered, the elements in the sub-list will be merged into the

existing supplementary list. After the process is finished, the supplementary query

list contains query elements from the consolidated query list not covered by the out-

standing query list. However, if the supplementary query list generated is empty, no

action would be performed, except that the timer is reset. An empty supplementary

query list means that the queries stored in the consolidated list could be completely

answered from the next data broadcast. After the supplementary query list is sent to
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the server from a group leader, the existing outstanding list will be updated into a new

one, by merging the existing outstanding query list with the consolidated query list.

In addition, the supplementary query list will be cleared after the list is sent. Recall-

ing Example #4, the supplementary query list to be sent to the server will be�½� Hotel,

price, � [,200, 600,] ©�ª , � Hotel, price, � (,950,1000,] ©�ª�© , while the new outstanding

list will be �½� Hotel, price, � [,200, 600,] ©�ª , � Hotel, price, � [,800, 1000,] ©�ª�© .
Supplementary query list generation:

1. Clear the supplementary list,=èG¢ K B
.

2. for each query element15å in =è > do

compare15å with each element1w£ in outstanding query list=è J
extract the query segments from15å that are not overlapped with the elements in=è J
put those query segments into a sub-list,=è ¢ J Q
=è ¢ K Ú 2547N#2#8 =è ¢ J Q H =è ¢ ;
clear the sub-list,=è ¢ J QUK B

end for

Figure 7.10: Supplementary query list generation.

After a group leader sends the supplementary query list to the server and a new

outstanding list is generated, the leader listens to the index of data broadcast for data

items to be broadcast that match with the query elements in the outstanding query list.

The outstanding list will be adjusted according to the index information received. The

query element portion that could be answered from the data broadcast will be pruned

from the outstanding query list. In addition, the members that have submitted member

queries to the leader will also listen for the arrival of their interested data items from

data broadcast according to the index disseminated.

7.3 Performance Study

Simulation study is conducted for investigating the performance effect of group-based

data management. All mobile hosts move freely according to the random waypoint

model. Summary of the system characteristics for the group-based model can be re-

ferred in Table 6.1. Mobile host are clustered into a set of groups based on our group-
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Table 7.1: System characteristics in the experiments.
Parameter Default value

Number of tuples: 65536

Tuple size: 208 bytes

Selectivity, ¤ : 5%

Query inter-arrvial time,Þ$¥�¦ : 5N
Basic query listening period: 20N
Broadcast channel bandwidth,§ : 2Mbps

Long-range uplink data transfer rate,=æg¨ P�R�S ì ë�©Oª : 153.6Kbps

Short-range uplink data transfer rate,=æ ¨ P�R�S ¢�« ë ¨ R : 153.6Kps – 5Mbps

based model and the group-based framework (see Chapters 3 and 4). A simple scenario

is considered in the simulation. In the simulated environment, there is a database with

one relation containing 65536 tuples. Each tuple has a size of 208 bytes [13]. Each

mobile host generates a range query after a random period, according to the Possion

distribution at a rate of¬ , i.e., an query inter-arrival time ofò\Z�¬ . It is 5
*

in the de-

fault setting. For simplicity, mobile hosts will only select a single same attribute in the

simulation. Each range query generated will be bounded by a minimum value that is

picked up from 65536 tuples randomly, while the maximum value of the range query

is determined by the selectivity parameter, , defined in the simulation with a default

value 5%. Selectivity is the percentage of tuples to be queried out of the total number

of tuples in the database. The server modeled in the simulation receives queries from

the mobile hosts. After a query is received, the server will retrieve the data for the

query and broadcast the data to the mobile hosts. The length of a data broadcast will

be determined by the data size to be transmitted in answering the query received and

the bandwidth of the broadcast channel,® , which is 2Mbps in the simulation. The

experimental setting is summarized in Table 7.1. We compare the performance of our

GBD approach with individual-based data management, in which each mobile host

generates queries and directly sends them to the server, in terms of number of mes-

sages to server, total message size to be transmitted to the server (in terms of total

number of bytes transmitted to server) and the total communication cost for different

schemes.
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7.3.1 Performance of GBD with Different Basic Query Listening

Periods
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Figure 7.11: The performance effect of GBD in the number of queries to server.

The first set of experiments is to study the effectiveness of the GBD scheme with dif-

ferent basic query listening periods. With short query listening period, supplementary

query lists will be sent to the server more quickly, thus latency is reduced. In the

first experiment, we study the performance of GBD in terms of total number of up-

link queries being sent to server. From Figure 7.11, it is obvious that our approach

drastically reduces the number of messages to the server for all basic listening peri-

ods. There is smaller differences between individual-based approach and our GBD

approach in low population environments. It is because it is difficult for a mobile host

to join a group and many singleton groups are formed. This leads to many queries be-

ing directly sent to the server without performing any consolidation. As the population

density increases, more non-singleton groups are formed and the benefit of the GBD

scheme becomes more significant. As expected, as the basic query listening period de-

creases, the number of messages to server increases but there is only a small increment

in the query message count relative to the number of queries in the individual-based

approach. In short, the GBD scheme is effective in reducing the number of query

messages sent to the server.

We also study the total message size, in terms of number of bytes, being sent to the

server with different approaches. As depicted in Figure 7.12, it is obvious that the to-

tal message size in individual-based approach is larger than that in the GBD approach.
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Figure 7.12: The performance effect of GBD in the total message size.

Similar to the number of queries in low population environments, the difference in total

message size between the individual-based approach and the GBD approach is smaller.

There are significant decreases in the total message size in high population environ-

ments. Consistent with the number of uplink messages to server, the total message size

in GBD approach increases when the basic listening period decreases across different

host populations. As the basic listening period decreases, group leaders have less

time to collect and consolidate member queries, i.e., a leader receives fewer member

queries. In turn, the probability of overlapping among the member queries decreases,

resulting in a smaller savings via consolidation.
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Figure 7.13: Communication cost of the GBD scheme in different basic periods.

To study the performance of the GBD from the collective view of all mobile

hosts, both short-range and long-range communication costs are be taken into account.

Here, the cost function for sending a long-range message is modeled as
íî N�ï�çmð�ïiñ}ò èZó�Mqô ÷õö åì ë�©�ª

õæ(¨�÷3øXù ì ë�©Oª , where
íî N�ï�çmð�ïiñmò èfó$Mqô is the startup cost for sending a long-range message,

íú ãèZó�MRô
is the message size of a long-range messageû and

íü ð�çmï\ý èfó�MRô is the data transfer rate of
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the long-range uplink channel. Similarly, the cost for sending a short-range message

is
íî N�ï�çmð�ïiñ}ò N þÿó�ð�ïe÷ õö £ ¢�« ë ¨�øõæg¨�÷3ø ù ¢�« ë ¨�ø , where

íî N�ï�çmð�ïiñmò N þÿó�ð�ï is the startup cost for sending a short-

range message,
íú � N þÿó�ð�ï is the message size of a short-range message� and

íü ð�ç(ï\ý N þÿó�ð�ï
is the data transfer rate of the short-range communication channel. In the simulation,

it is assumed that both
íî N�ï�çmð�ïiñ}ò èZó�Mqô and

íî N�ï�ç(ð�ïiñmò N�þÿó�ð�ï can be neglected as we would

like to focus on the effect of message size to the GBD scheme. In the GBD scheme,

a portion of local messages is for the purpose of realizing the group-based model,

which includes group management, leadership maintenance and intra-group location

management. This kind of messages are known ascore message. It is assumed that a

constant message size,��� = 15 bytes, is required for the passing a core message. The

total aggregated cost will be
íî � ï ö��	�


 � ì 
å� ð õö åì ë�©�ª
õæ ¨�÷3øXù ì ë�©Oª ÷ � õ��� ����� ��� �


 � ¢ 
£�� ð õö £ ¢�« ë ¨�øõæ ¨�÷�ø ù ¢�« ë ¨�ø , where � í� ���
and � � N�� represent the total number of core messages and the total number of mem-

ber queries issued to leaders respectively, while� �Âè�� is the total number of long-range

uplink messages being sent to the server. The performance effect in terms of commu-

nication cost is studied with a mobile population of 250 with long-range uplink data

transfer rate
íü ð�çmï\ý èfó�MRô = 153.6Kbps [42] and different short-range data transfer rates

íü ð�ç(ï\ý N þÿó�ð�ï , from 153.6Kbps to 5Mbps, are investigated.

From Figure 7.13, it is obvious that the cost for the individual-based scheme re-

mains constant, since it involves no short-range message cost. However, the cost of

the GBD schemes in different basic listening period decreases when
íü ð7çmï\ý N�þÿó�ð�ï value

increases. The GBD scheme starts to outperform the individual-based approach at

low-medium short-range data transfer rates. In general, the GBD scheme with a high

basic listening period yields a lower aggregated cost than that with a low basic lis-

tening period. This is consistent with our previous experiments that the GBD scheme

achieves a better performance with a longer basic listening period. It is because more

member queries can be collected with a longer basic listening period, thus increasing

the chance that more member queries can be consolidated, in turn reducing the number

of discrete query elements in the supplementary query list.
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7.3.2 Performance of GBD with Different Selectivities
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Figure 7.14: The performance effect of GBD in the number of queries to server.

To investigate the effect of query selectivity with the GBD scheme, another set of ex-

periments is conducted, with different value settings in selectivity. The number of up-

link queries is also studied, as depicted in Figure 7.14. Our GBD scheme outperforms

the individual-based approach with different selectivities, as depicted in Figure 7.14(a).

From Figure 7.14(b), there is a slightly increase in the number of uplink queries with

low selectivity (3 = 1%). It is because the chance to have non-overlapping query ele-

ments between a consolidated query list and an outstanding query list increases at low

selectivity. In turn, the coverage of the consolidated query list to the outstanding list

decreases. In terms of total message size, as depicted in Figure 7.15, the total mes-

sage size increases as the selectivity decreases. The fact is that more non-overlapping

query elements are generated at low selectivity because of the decrease in the coverage

between the consolidated query list and the outstanding query list.

The aggregated cost performance on the GBD scheme with different selectivities

is studied in a population of 250 mobile hosts. We adopt the total cost functions for the

individual-based approach and the GBD scheme defined in Section 7.3.1. The GBD

scheme begins to outperform the individual-based approach in low-medium short-

range data transfer rates, as depicted in Figure 7.16. As expected, the cost in the GBD

scheme increases with decrease in query selectivity. It is because more discrete query

elements are contained in the supplementary query list in low selectivity. This results
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Figure 7.15: The performance effect of GBD in the total message size.

in larger message size in sending all query elements in a supplementary query list to

the server in a single message. This fact is reflected in the GBD scheme with selectiv-

ity 3 �×Ö¯Ø , in which the scheme starts to yield a better result than individual-based

scheme at medium to high data transfer rate.
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Figure 7.16: Communication cost of the GBD scheme in different selectivities.

7.3.3 Performance of GBD in Low Query Frequency Environment

We also evaluate the effect in the GBD scheme in low query frequency environment.

In this set of experiments, the query inter-arrival time,Ö��P� , is set to 30� . As expected,

the number of queries to the server decreases in both individual-based approach and

GBD scheme with the decrease in query frequency, as depicted in Figure 7.17(a). Con-

sistent with results in previous set of experiments, the GBD scheme outperforms the

individual-based approach in terms of number of uplink queries almost in all pop-

ulation environments, especially in high population environments. In terms of total
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Figure 7.17: The performance effect of GBD in # of queries and total message size.

message size transmitted to server, as depicted in Figure 7.17(b), the decrement in the

total message size in the GBD scheme is relatively small when compared with high

query frequency environment. It is expected because the chance for a member query

that can be overlapping with the query elements in the consolidated list decreases in

low query frequency. The same situation happens between the consolidated query list

and the outstanding query list. As fewer member queries can be received for a group

leader, the probability that the consolidated query list contains fewer query elements

for overlapping with the query elements in the outstanding query list will be lower; a

supplementary query list with more query elements will be generated, in turn increas-

ing the message size of a query to server in the GBD scheme. However, the GBD

scheme is still effective in reducing the total message size transmitted to the server.
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Figure 7.18: Communication cost of the GBD scheme in different selectivity.

For studying the aggregated cost performance in low query frequency, the total

cost functions for the individual-based approach and the GBD scheme defined in Sec-
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tion 7.3.1 are adopted. A population with 250 mobile hosts was simulated. As depicted

in Figure 7.18, the GBD scheme could only yield a slight performance improvement

to the individual approach at high short-range data transfer rate. This is caused by sev-

eral factors. With low query frequency, the local communication cost in realizing the

group-based model becomes significant. In realizing the group-based model, collabo-

ration between members and the leader in a group is required for group management,

leadership maintenance and local level of location management. The amount of core

messages contributes a certain proportion of local communication. Another factor is

that there is only a smaller decrement in the total message size in the GBD scheme, as

depicted in Figure 7.17(b). Larger total uplink message size is generated when com-

pared with that in high query frequency environment. To enhance the performance in

the GBD scheme at low query frequency, piggybacking technique can be employed,

as mentioned in Section 3.2. Queries issued by members could be piggybacked in

the core messages, and vice versa. Performance can also be improved when an adap-

tive listening period adjustment mechanism is employed, which can defer the timeout

of the listening period after sufficient discrete elements in the supplementary list are

discovered, so that more member queries can be consolidated. Finally, a thorough in-

tegration of the GBD scheme to the proposed framework will be considered in near

future.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Group-based paradigm provides a novel way for tackling the issues in location and data

management in mobile environments, especially in reducing the volume of expensive

uplink traffic. In this thesis, a group-based model is formulated and a group-based

framework is proposed for facilitating the development of mobile applications accord-

ing to the group-based paradigm. Key components such as group formation, group

management, leadership maintenance and location management component, form the

foundation of the group-based framework.

The group-based location management (GBL) scheme, which is built on top of

the group-based framework, increases scalability because the workload of the moving

object database server is decreased through a reduction on the volume of uplink traf-

fic. The tradeoff is that the load on a mobile host may increase because of its need to

participate in group membership maintenance, by handling local communication. We

studied location updating strategies for location updating from group members to their

leaders and for location updating from leaders to the stationary location server. Sim-

ulation results show that GBL outperforms conventional individual-based schemes,

such asplain dead-reckoning, in terms of reducing the number of costly update uplink

messages sent in general mobile environments.

Group management is one of the core components for realizing the group-based
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framework. Membership maintenance is important to the performance of the system,

and improvement works on this have been conducted. Efficient group finding process

is also critical in the performance of group management, which could contribute to a

significant portion of local communication overhead, especially in a high host popu-

lation environment, with higher number of groups and size of a group. Thus, in this

thesis, we proposed two improvements on the group finding process, so as to reduce the

number of local messages generated. As a side effect, the load on non-leader mobile

hosts within a group is greatly reduced. Results from our simulation study in the GBL

context indicate that our leader-filter join procedure outperforms the basic approach in

reducing local communication overhead effectively, though there is a slight increase in

the number of group location update messages with a medium filtering threshold value.

However, the negative impact in group location updating is comparatively small since

GBL with a medium filtering threshold in an improved join procedure still outperforms

the individual-based approach. From the mobile hosts’ point of view, the proposed

leader-filter join procedure is effective in alleviating their workload. To further reduce

the local communication overhead, piggybacking technique could be introduced. The

local messages for group management could be piggybacked in the messages issued

by the applications, and vice versa. In addition, the time period to trigger group finding

process for a singleton group can adapt according to the knowledge from the environ-

ments. For example, if a singleton group member could not find a suitable group to

join after a certain number of group finding processes, it could extend the time period

for the next group finding process.

Another integral part in the framework is leadership maintenance. Maintaining the

leadership of a group properly is an important tactic in preserving the group stabil-

ity and in enhancing the performance of group-based location updating scheme. We

proposed a leadership maintenance scheme by employing the notion of stand-by sec-

ondary leader. The secondary leader is dynamically selected in the course of system

execution, and it will be able to take over the job of its primary counterpart as soon

as possible when the primary departs from the group, by executing theturnover pro-
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cedure. The turnover procedure can also be invoked when a tend-to-leave leader is

identified by theturnover activation policy. Since there is always a secondary leader

standing by, the duration of leader absence is basically eliminated. Simulation study

of GBL scheme with different leadership maintenance approaches indicates that our

leadership maintenance approach outperforms a straightforward approach under GBL,

which re-executes the mobile ad hoc network clustering algorithm upon a leader de-

parture event, in reducing the number of group location update messages, the average

number of groups and the aggregated cost. An improved variant of our scheme can

further reduce the aggregated cost.

Group-based data management (GBD) provides a novel approach for querying data

from mobile hosts to stationary information server based on the group-based model

proposed. Member queries are collected and consolidated at group leaders. Query

consolidation procedure is proposed for a group leader to consolidate received mem-

ber queries so that overlapping queries could be eliminated. A query listening period

adjustment policy is introduced for adjusting the time period for collecting member

queries according to the coverage of the outstanding query list with respect to the con-

solidated query list. After the query listening period expired, a final supplementary

query list will be sent to the information server for the interested data items. Sim-

ulation is conducted for studying the performance effect of the GBD scheme with

traditional individual-based data management approach. Simulation results show that

our approach outperforms the individual-based one in terms of number of queries, and

total message size being sent to the server. The GBD scheme also yields a better

aggregated cost performance in high query frequency environment.

When comparing the individual-based paradigm with the group-based paradigm

in location and data management, the group leader seems to be a heavily burdened

entity among the members in their groups, because it needs to perform additional task

in sending uplink messages. However, we notice that those group leaders also need to

send expensive uplink messages to the server in the individual-based approach anyway.

In addition, mostly a leader acts as a receiver rather than a sender in the group-based
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paradigm, and it is less costly for a receiver receiving a message than a sender sending

a message. Thus, the load of a group leader in the group-based paradigm should not

be too much heavier than the load in the individual-based approach. For improvement,

the energy factor can be included in secondary leader determination algorithm to favor

those with reasonable amount of energy remaining. The energy factor can also be

integrated with existing turnover activation policy. A weight-based function could be

introduced to take into account of both the�óò§ôöõ·÷·øúùüûóý and the energy remaining. The

leader would turn over its job to the secondary leader if the result of the weight-based

function is lower than a threshold value.

To further extend our work, a prototype for the group-based framework could be

implemented to investigate precisely the effectiveness of the group-based framework

in real world application. It is believed that the effectiveness of the group-based frame-

work becomes significant when more mobile applications are built on top of it. Mobile

applications suitable for the group-based framework will be developed. An interesting

application of the framework is to provide a data caching mechanism among members

within a group. Further expensive uplink messages could be reduced when the GBD

scheme is supplemented with the mechanism. Performance effect of the framework

when more group-based applications are executing simultaneously will be studied.

To enhance the effectiveness of the GBD scheme, a thorough integration of the

GBD scheme with the group-based framework could be done. Piggybacking tech-

nique could be adopted for further reduction in both short-range and long-range com-

munication overheads. A dynamic policy on query listening period adjustment can be

extended for increasing the adaptivity of the GBD scheme.

Further study will be conducted on the algorithms and the schemes composing the

core module in the framework on environments where the assumption on the rare dis-

connection in the communication between mobile hosts is relaxed. Investigation on the

performance effect to different movement models, such as group mobility movement

model, will be performed. Experiments are to be conducted for studying the perfor-
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mance of the GBD scheme in hot spot query environments. On the other hand, the

improvement of the consolidated procedure in the GBD scheme for supporting more

query operations and multi-attribute selection queries will be investigated, alongside

semantic query processing.
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